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The history of HSU since its
origin as Humboldt State aes
School is characterized
sporadic
ane eae eead
growth. The institution was added

The influence of President Van
definitely
helped
Humboldt’s first
pupils to maintain that sense of direction. His

Matre

various super-conservative (even
in that day) policies showed his

to the statewide system of normal
(teacher tr

somewhat paternalistic character. Campus dress regulations,as
set forth by the president, required men to wear blue serge
suits, while women could wear no
colors whatsoever.
IN a 1915 memo to the board of
trustees Van Matre stated, ‘‘We
are very desirous that our students should have an enjoyable
time while attending
the Normal,
but I want to state that I am most
emphatically opposed to the substitution of a good time for real
preparation for
o
As interest and enrollment at
the normal school grew, the board
began looking for a permanent location for the campus. For a year
classes had been held in the cold,
leaky grammar school where the
excessive noise made by the
trains in the ne
switch yardof
the Arcata and
River Rail-

) schoolsin 1913.

Before Humboldt

opened, there

were few certified teachers in
northern California.
The closest teachers school was
Chico Normal, a hot and dusty
400-mile train ride away.
SOON after the Legislature established HSNS, Governor Hiram
Johnson named five community.
members
to serve as a board of
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in seeking admission to the
umboldt
State Normal School is
to fit myself for
and that
I intend to teach in
the public
schools of California or of the
hg
territory in which I re-

cept a 5i-acre land donation by
W.A. Preston and the Union
‘ PLANNING and preparation
lor permanen baldings began;
meanwhile,
the Class of 1915, with
its 15 graduates, held commencement ceremonies at the
Minor Theater in Arcata. On

January 3, 1916, the first tem’ which many students today (who proary
on the new site
on the hill were
complteed. Teams
of horses were
to haul rick: ety wooden desks from the old
grammar school through the mud

: ’ to the new buildings.

Obedience

In 1917, the Legislature approp-

Training 5 . riated $245,000 for the permanent

s begin soon. Call Ron

:~ main building. When this news

reached Humboldt County June2,

the residents
were so elated that

; all whistles were blown and bells

were rung, leading many to be-

lieve the Kaiser was dead and the
war was over.
World War I took its toll on
Humbolat’s enrollment, despite
the addition of new facilities. By
1919, the student population had
dropped from 159 to 59, only 9 of
whom were men.
CAMPUS life was simple; tuition was free, and book costs
averaged $10 a year. The school recovered slowly from the war’s effects, but by 921 Humboldt had
regained so much of its stature
that the governor gave it college
standings. Thus, Humboldt State
Teachers’ college was born.

In the same year, the faculty
had grown to 17. One hundred
twenty-three persons were in pursuit of their teacher’s certificates,
which at that time were awarded

after a student completed just 76
units.

The campus underwent a tremendous growth spurt during that

decade.
each

women

.

month

for a room,

while

paid $8,50. Board, which

included

two served meals and

one cafeteria-style meal a day,
averaged $20 a month.

OTHER buildings and services
were added in the ‘20’s, including

an administration building , a new
training school and an auditorium.
A big st€p forward
in
Humboldt’s history was made
with the formation
of the first student ose Ale. sone in fall,
1924. Student government got off
to a lively start with the publication of a constitution
in the student
, the Foghorn. As a result of
spirit- led leadership
of student officers, such time-

tested traditions as football, sock
hops and homecoming were established at Humboldt.
The year also brought a new
president, Ralph Swetman,

who

stayed for six years. Arthur S.
Gist replaced him.

BY the 1930’s, policy standards

set
by the first super-conservative

normal school president were still
being employed. Admission standards for prospective students
were especially stringent. Applicats were rated on such factors
as
neatness, voice, ease
poise. With the Depression
came a serious threat to
Humboldt’s existence.
.
In 1933, the state saidit would
shut down the school. A desperate
campaign by steeents, facult
and community leaders ensu
Two years later, campaign efforts
were rewarded when the state
not
only decided to keep Humboldt,
but also gave it a new name,
Humboldt State College. :

an

Just present your A.S.8. card afd receive
10%. off on any regularly priced item

The first dormitories

were constructed; men paid $7.50

1937, degree courses offered

numbered 12, and students
= no longer
to commit themselves to teaching
careers as a condition for admissin. Not only was academic life

flourishing, but social life on
campus was
late ‘30’s and early '40’s.

in the

THE 1937 football
was a
championship team;
lyceum
group promoted endless plays,
lances, concerts and picnics,
sorority and fraternity membersoared
In

822-3172

1938,

brought
feo to
pided
to as
stated,

student

pressure

is impressive and
bs home: the approach to the

student
at Humboldt
State College is ugly and depres“ie told of rooms sparsely furnished with heavy-rusted iron
beds, unpainted wooden tables
and broken chairs. Not only were
the splintery wood floors lacking
carpeting, but the rooms had no
windows or other means of ventilation. The legislator’s report was
effective, for in 1939 groundbreaking

ceremonies

for new

student-housing accompanied the
college’s silver anniversary
celebration. °

Enrollment then was only
but far-sighted faculty sete!
pated the coming deluge; hottempered debates resulted from
several attempts on the part of inctmoghere
ene
ow Lpeniing
growthtsb.o0;
to8 ee
phase sd guasner ‘hee the
savenign ofa ‘larger school, and
at the same time preserve the
student-teacher realationship which Humboldt has
been known for through
thé years.
LIBERAL arts and education
remained popular areas of study
for students of the ‘60’s, but the

THE, ‘40’s tought widespread
student involvement in the war ef-

development of the fisheries,
wildlife, and forestry program

fort. In 1944 (although somewhat

brought

belatedly), Founders Hall was
camouflagued to prevent the
Japanese from shooting at it from
_the sea. Students bought and sold
war bonds.
And in 1943, the first student
forums
were
held;
many
emotion-packed debates between
pro- and anti-war campaigners

enlivened campus life. A new history course, ‘‘The War Today,”
was added to the curricula.
Despite wartime hardships,
HSC experienced a period of
steady growth throughout the
‘40’s. A new library and science
building plus industrial 6
facilities made their a
an experimental fish hatchery
was

THE first campus Work Day
was held in November, 1946. The
entire student body turned out to
help finish Redwood Bow! in time
for the homecoming game against
Chico.
Homecoming festivities that
- aererens anything cord
it has ever seen,’’ according
a 1948 alumni newsletter. 1948 was
a watershed for traditions;
homecoming weekend events got
under way with a bean feed sponsored by the home economics
club, followed .

a freshman

increasing

interest in

these fields.
The school’s academic scope
was broadening, but student ac-

tivities began to
ience a decline in popularity. The 1963 Golden Anniversary bulletin tried to
stir up social life at HSC: ‘The
social program of Humboldt State
College is planned to contribute to
the enjoyment of college life. The
Association Student Body traditionally sponsors a Christmas
formal,

the Sno-Ball;

Home-

Week; Dad’s Day; Mother’s Day
and Lumberjack Days..
Participation in student activities is encouraged in the belief

abl
cy supplement
supplement th theatddent's
ably
lent’
But student

interests in the mid-

and late-‘60’s took a more serious
turn. Anti-war groups appeared,
although
not to the extend behin@
the Redwood Curtain
as on other campuses throughout the nation.

WHILE attendance at social
and
events declined, students crowded the kiosk area to
hear Vietnam

demonstrators.

Student government no. longer
concerned itself with planning
various social affairs, but became
involved with issues relevant to
life beyond the campus setting.
This trend continued into the

class bonfire. A dance and
hayride topped off the evening. A
Saturday parade through Eureka
early ‘70's.
and hax highlighted by the
Last year, for example, the StuHomecoming Queen’s float, in- dent Legislative Council took
volved the whole community in stands on such diverse topics as
the holiday.
the Arcata freeway project, bike
An Alumni Reunion dinner pre- - paths for students and former ~
ceded the Humboldt-Chico game.
President Nixon's impeachment.
bed canny was ‘‘climaxed by
Open forums in the kiosk area
biggest social event of the
attracted large crowds;
pbs
Homecoming Dance.”
events during the year
included
the Women’s Festival, AsianCAMPUS activities, as well as
American Week, and_ Black Awvarious
, musical groups, areness Week.
Student Federalist, varsity club,
‘ ACADEMICS also
to
te

‘50's and early ‘60’s. Total
involvement in campus life was
characteristic of the bobbysocked and
Nelson Hall

change. Native American, African, Asian and women’s studies

courses became available; the
Cluster

ram continued for

tailed women of
the crew-cut
vets

sundents desiring a loosely strucae and multi-faceted educa-

1950's
aot aoa . getied
or
co
eG Cornelius H. Siemens
replaced
president
Gist and
13 major
were added to.
the campus. These included, biology,
wildlife,
art-home

Humboldt stands ri
for confurther
tinued
—
an
change.
a new president,
Alistair McCrone,
and a new dean
of students, administrative
policies may see a new direction.
Regarding physica appearance, Humboldt awaits a revam
library, bicycle paths
and shelters anda newfreewayon
its borders.

of Redwood Hall.
The

a
Ss.

s, and speech
arts build-

ALSO built were the field house,
anatatorium, and Sunset Hall, the

a state legislator to camwomen’s dormitory. With the reexamine
the already di- turn of Korean War veterans to
dormitories. In his report HSC, the school experienced an
governor, the legislator enrollment boom which has just
‘‘The approach to San begun to level off in recent years.

JUST where HSU is headed remains to be seen, for the school’s
most important and influential
commodity, the student, remains

as unpredictable as ever.
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approac hed h im cautiously,
ore
recorder in
hand. I pushed the mi
za te tae face and
asked, ‘‘Why do you do this?”
He turned to face me. The lights reflected from
his glazed eyes. The buzzers and bells were so

loud

the machine flashed, ‘‘TILT, TILT.’’
He slammed his hand down on the glass cover.
‘*(Expletive deleted)’’, he canes. Another
quarter went in the slot.
I pushed the microphone between the c
tes in his mouth and asked, ‘‘Why do youdo is”
‘I just come in here to relax between classes.
Why the hell else would I be here?’’ He spit bothof
the cigarettes out, jumped
back from the pinball
machine and screamed,
‘‘Damned thing robbed
me! Did you see that?”’ He was kicking the
machine as I left.
Then I approached the last machine. The same
guy had been playing it all day. His pockets
bulged with quarters. He stared at the metal ball
as it bounced, bounced, bounced, bounced.
Lights
flashed, bellsrang. Bells flashed, lights rang.
ball slid down the hole. The machine went silent.
‘‘Why do you play this machine all day, every
chance you get?” I asked.
He dug in his pocket for another quarter.
‘Because it is here,’’ was all he said.
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and slamming it to the floor. A horn sounded
and

‘olto
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could barely hear his answer. “Ahh, what'd

you say, man?”’ Before I could ask my question
again, he had put another quarter
in the machine.
He couldn’t hear me anymore. I walked over to
the next machine.
This guy was cussing, picking up the machine
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Apathy reigns at HSU
At a time when college enrollments all over the country are
ee
on
:
Just what is it about
HSU that attracts so many students? Is it our
brilliant faculty? Our famous natural resources department? Our
luxurious dormitories? Our exceptional campus newspaper?
The
ik decided to stop a typical newcomer on the street
and ask him just why he decided to come to HSU.
LUMBERJACK:
Tell me, typical newcomer, just why did you
decide to come to HSU?

iv

T. N.: It’s the redwoods, man. I mean, they're really beautiful,

27

uh

kee

WR Ak

man. This is really where it’s at. No smog, no noise,
just totally
unspoiled, you know what I mean?
LUMBERJACK:
Do you intend to become involved with any
campus organization, political groups or city government?
T. N.: H— no, man. I came here to get away from those
hassles. I just want to sit back and enjoy the beautiful scenery, ya
know? Let the politicians
run the country. I’m going back to nature.
LUMBERJACK: Haven’t you noticed the monster freeway
presently under construction? Hadn’t you heard that many homes
were bulldozed to make way for “frontage road,” thus aggravating
the already fierce housing shortage, all in the name of ‘‘progress?”’
T. N.: Yea, that really bugs me, man. I mean, the noise, the filth.

They're really wiping out a beautiful place, man.
LUMBERJACK: Didn’t you know that when the Samoa Bridge
was built across Humboldt Bay to connect Eureka with the Samoa
peninsula, no walkway or bike path was made? Did you know that
Arcata still has no bike routes?
T. N.: Gee, that’s really too bad.
LUMBERJACK: Did you know that one of the candidates in the
last city council election, running on a “‘progress’’ ticket, aetually
said he would welcome Jack-in-the-Box
to Arcata with open arms?
T. N.: That’s {——ed. Man, they’re really ruining a nice place.
LUMBERJACK: Don’t you think you ought to get involved and
try to fight this horrendous ruination of our beautiful town?
T. N.: Well, I agree that something should be done, and I sure
hope some capable person comes along to do it, but like I said, I
can’t
be bothered. I’m spending too much time growing organic
sweet potatoes and learning
how to meditate and wistfully wandering through the woods. I sure wish the bulldozers would cut out
that awful noise, though.
Linda Fjeldsted
Lumberjack Editor

A week-long ethnic minority
awareness symposium will be
held Monday, Oct. 7, through Sune symposium

will offer a

series of discussions, lectures,

panels, discussion groups and interaction groups. It
be
sented by minority paychologst,
sociologists,

counselors,

educators and community members and will center on topics relating to minority problems in
education and the community.
One unit of credit (BSS 100) will
be offered.
Further information
may be obtained at the Counseling Center in
AB 213 or 826-3236.

0 price LO pay.

Welcome academic community—one that is

Dear Students:

During the summer the campus
just isn’t the same when the students are away. Welcome back!
And welcome to all of you who are
here for the first time. It will take
a few weeksto ‘‘settle in,’”’ but you
will soon discover that you are a

member of a very remarkable

On behalf of the Humboldt
County

Board of Supervisors,

I

want to welcome all the new students enrolling this year in the
California State University,
Humboldt.
First, I would like to congratu-

late you on your choice of HSU.
We take justifiable pride in this
branch of the State university system. The faculty, the campus and
its facilities, the beauty of the surroun
area, the cultural and
recreational opportunities here
should combine to make your
year an enjoyable and enriching

O ne.

You will find Humboldt County

is a unique place to live. We are

fortunate here in the North Coast
to have a variety of activities to
accomodate almost every in-

terest and taste. Within relatively

short distances

many

different

kinds of outdoor recreation can be
_found. The State parks, such as
Patricks Point and Prairie Creek,
offer many beautiful trails for hiking. Our unspoiled beaches are
treasure troves for the driftwood
collectors and rockhounds. There
is surfing and sailing, as well as
skindiving and our year-round
fishing is unexcelled.
Winter sports enthusiasts will
discover Horse Mountain ski area
just outside Eureka an excellent

lace to go, with snow lasting

rom December through mid-

The

free, there is

distinctive for both its friendli-

ness and its academic sophistication. °

A few short yearsago Humboldt
State was a small college. Now it
is a University, of moderate size
and considerable academic
strength. We have an outstanding
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April.

in the last ten years, we have
seen an awakening of interest and
appreciation in art here. There
are many active groups of artists,
painting and working and contributing to the cultural richness
of the community. There are several good galleries and many fine
local artists represented. If art is
your major or one
© interest
or avocation, you will find Humboldt County a source of pleasure
and inspiration.
A revival of appreciation in Victorian architecture has brought
Humboldt County recognition as
having some of the best examples
of that style. All over the area you
can see renewed interest in the re-

and cosmopolitan Faculty who
hold their highest degrees from a
range of more than ninety American universities. Several have
degrees from foreign universities
as well. Our Staff and Administration are a most gracious and able

group
the

of people, who share with
Faculty a very warm pride in

storation and enhancement of
these buildings, our legacy from
the past. The community effort in
this has been overwhelming and

Humboldt State University. We
are of a size and character which
enables us to have an academic
program of breadth and depth
reminiscent of much larger universities, and yet we are small
enough to enjoy close communication between professors and
students, with the warmth and
cordiality that is reminiscent of
some of American’s finest liberal

rewarding,

arts colleges.

Peart greets new students

slated for Oct.

O=. 13.

e never

Supervisors’ chairman

Minority talks

7

always

or

and another reason

for civic pride.
We hope you will want to become part of this community.
Whatever your special interest
sports, the arts, politics-- you will
find groups ready to welcome you.
This is a growing, thriving community of people with wide interests, who are concerned about
their community and actively involved in participating in its progress.

Essentially,

Humboldt

County is — in the finest tradition—
an area of friendly, aware people
appreciative of our natural resources, working together for a
future that will provide a better
quality of life without losing what
we cherish
as our heritage here on
the North Coast.
We would also hope that after
completing your studies at HSU
some of you might decide to make
your home here permanently;
pecs your education, your
skills, intelligence, enthusiasm
and energy to this community. We
bape you will learn to love Humboldt County, to treasure its uniwoullding move forward with us
a prosperous, progressive place to live.
- Again, a most sincere welcome
anda wish for asuccessful year of
learning and living.
Ray Peart, Chairman
Humboldt County

Board of Supervisors

Humboldt State University de-

rives its name indirectly from the
great German scholar and
naturalist, Alexander Von Humboldt. It is written that in his
rime he was the second most
amous man in Europe--second
only to Napoleon. He was the very
model of self-sacrifice and intellectual vigor. His academic productivity was both prodigious and
visionary. Traditions are not
without value, and I am glad that
our University bears one of the
most distinguished names in all of
academia. It does us no harm at
all to emulate Alexander Von
Humboldt’s excellence and,
perhaps, in our own ways and in
our time, to surpass it.
Beyond the fact that you will
secure a fine education at Humboldt State University, I hope that
you will enjoy yourself here and
will develop many lasting friendships. This brings you my best
pe
for a most satisfying year
of progress in your life and in your
studies
I will be meeting many new students next Friday at freshman
orientation, and I will be looking
forward to seeing many more of
you around the campus throughout the year.
Alistair W. McCrone
H.S.U. President
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“Bigfoot” search continues

_ Man/myth/ape tromps Northwoods
by Robin Piard
Looking for fame and fortune?
Both may be
through
the Hum
woodsin the form of
a large furry beast with
big feet.
Bigfoot, as the creature is
commonly called, has claimed
worldwide attention ranking with
other undiscovered animals such
as the Yeti (abominable snowman) and Loch Ness Monster.
What exactly is a Bigfoot? No
one is quite sure yet, but many
have spent years searching for
the answer.
loot, who also fm by the
Indian name of Sasquatch
(wild-man of the woods) or the
Hoopa
.nomenclature
Oh-mah’-ah, is involved in many

Native American legends.

from

11 to 24 inches, but 15 to 17

seems
an average.

ature, but found

shoot

it too human to

Such sizes indicate a stature of 7
to 9 feet.
:
E
General descriptions show an

A more recent, lurid account ape-like animal
with long, reddish
comes from 0.K. Edwards in brown fur, broad
and
Roger Patterson’s book, ‘‘Do not much of a neck. Sightings difAbominable
Snowmen
of feron many points, however, such

America Really Exist?”

ZS
Edwards calls Bigfoot ‘‘extremely dangerous,” and says he
saw ‘“‘a large man-like creature
covered with
brown hair. It was
about seven feet tall and it was

carrying in it’s arms what seemed

as walking
gait (manlike or
hunched) and length of hair.
The most famous portrait of
Bigfoot comes from a 1967 film by
a professional Bigfoot searcher,
Roger Patterson.
Patterson located what may be
a Bigfoot near Bluff Creek (where
at least six other footprint sightings have been made), about 50
miles northeast of Arcata. -

9
is regarded as a kind of patroller
keeping man and nature in harmony.
Bigfoot has been sighted
throughout the Pacific Northwest
as far back as the 1800's.

showered the cabin of Marion
Smith with boulders. One ‘‘moun-

tain devil” was shot, its

rol-

&

The film shows a large, darkfurred creature standing upright
a kind of cross between ape and

human.
Footprints in the area were between 14 and 15 inches, giving the
creature a height of about 8 feet.

2
In spite of such accounts, Bigfoot is not generally regarded as a
vindictive, man-eating creature,

though whether he is part man,

ety Store.
Creek

has _ put

McClarin’s statue to good use,

with Bigfoot serving as a city
theme.
cam

The film’s authenticity has not
been proven, but it was valid
enough to excite former Humboldt Student Jim McClarin into
organizing his own Bigfoot expedition at Bluff Creek the same year.
McClarin,

who

does

not

categorically state belief in the
creature’s existence (’’that would
termined.
Evidence for the existence of be wrong and unscientific’’) , proBigfoot includes reported sight- vides another view of Bigfoot with
ings, ‘unidentified fecal materi- a statue on display in Willow
als and hair,” and of course, big Creek, about 30 miles from HSU.
myth or monster remains unde-

A copy of ‘‘The Hermit of Siskiyou’’ quotes Jack Dover from
e Jan. 2, 1886, edition of the Del
Norte
Record as seeing ‘‘an object
standing 15 yards from me picking berries or tender shoots
from footprints.
;
he brushes. The thing was of
Footprint sizes range anywhere
gigantic size--about 7 feet

agp

x

McClarin, a biology major who
always felt ‘‘a scientist is some-

one who finds undiscovered animals,”’ left Humboldt in 1968 because he was ‘‘too busy chasing
Bigfoot.”
In a recent

interview,

the

28-year-old McClarin, whose interest in Bigfoot goes ‘‘way, way
back to kindergarten,”’ said he
had wanted to carve a statue out
of redwood that would ‘‘resemble
my impression of what these creatures looked like, based on reHe chose Willow Creek because
as a ‘“‘poor destitute Humboldt
State student, I just couldn’t afford a log, so I had the bright idea

of approaching the Willow Creek
Chamber_of Commerce.”

<>
McClarin had no carving ex‘ience othier than a few little tiki
, but he did have a lot of con-

He carved the statue where it
stands today, at the western entr-

ance of Willow Creek.
McClarin

said

the

statue

aroused great interest while he
was working on it.
‘‘Just about every

tourist car

would stop and kids would get out
=

shout, ‘Look
ar!’

”

Daddy,

it’s a

Schimps,
who describes the co
lection as a ‘‘clearing
house of in
formation,”
has received
let e:
from all over the country asking

golf for facts and ictures of Bigfoot.

lumboldt collection}
in the form of filed!
clippings,
he usually recom-|
men
le contact the more
professional
Bi
searchers.
These include George Hass,
Peter Byrne and Jim McClarin.
Since the

crowning of the Bigfoot Queen.

Helen Mountains of Washington.
‘‘Mysterious mountain apes’’

ling into a ravine now called Ape
Canyon.

Willow

Bigfoot Daze, a Labor Day holiday with assorted contests and the

like a man.”
Other creatures showed violence in a 1924 tale from the St.

Local tribes are sometimes reluctant to talk about Bi
, who

.

The Willow Creek Variety Store
displays a “‘real’’ 15-inch Bigfoot
print and sells Bigfoot souvenirs
including a 45 rpm record with
Bigfoot cries, a footprint wall
hanging and statues of largebreasted Bigfeet for ‘only $4.98.”
Mike Hodgson, a

store clerk,

said ‘‘we sell quite a few books
and statues,’ and added that the
store also gives out information to
many prospective Bigfoot sear-

Cs

Most of these searchers travel
near Hoopa and Orleans where
footprints have been found in the
t.

exists

5

However, McClarin, who wen’

on a Bigfoot expedition in 1967, is
no longer as avid a searcher as he
once was.
“Economic
considerations
have taken over,”’ he said.
“I have a feeling that I don’t
want to be caught with my pants
down when the stock marke
crashes.’’
McClarin’s Bluff Creek search
produced only ‘‘strange noises
that sounded like a bipedal
cre
ture walking. No foo
ts othe:
than unidentifiable scuffs on ¢
hillside were located.
McClarin, though still interested in Bigfoot, now works in
crafts in Sacramento.
He recommends Bigfoot sear
chers contact Peter Byrnes whois
beginning publication of ‘‘The
Bigfoot News” (c-o Bigfoot Ir
formation Center, Box 632,
The
Dalles, Ore. 97598) this October.

Mother information sources for
Bigfo t searchers include the files
of
The Klamity Kourier, the U.S.
Forest Service and the HSU library.
The Humboldt County collection of Bigfoot materials, located
in the basement of the HSU library, was formed by Jim McClarin when he was a student here.
The collection includes a
chronological file of newspaper
clippings and magazine articles
McClarin said Oregon is a
beginning with the 1800’s, as well
as several books on the subject. ‘good central location’’ for a Big.
foot center.
The Dalles has also been th
scene of many Bigfoot sightings.
In spite of, or because of lack o:

S
Ss.

solid

evidence,

the

Bigfoo

lengend continues to grow.

ies-of ‘‘The Bigfoot Bulle-

tin. edited by George Hass, are
also available.
. The Bulletin ceased publication
in 1971 because Hass felt the time
and money necessary for the
newsletter could be better spent Meseernenae Oo Haloe
on field research.
cination to Tarzan and
2g
Another newsletter, ‘‘Mani- dom from the day-to-day prob
mals,’’ edited by McClarin is lems of civilization.
what
& bee
dj
found in the library; however,
only two copies are available
since McClarin ran out of funds
for the publication.
said, ‘‘If
' The library does not receive Or, as Erich
you know about Bigfoot at all,

——

or later it creeps into your
it frequeatly
uen
butfoot itiscontchare
visited by Biga = sooner
mind ... does it exist and what
some of a
but

“regular customers,’’ as As- would
you do if it actually ap-§.
‘sociate Librarian Erich F. peared?”
Schimps calls them.
Schimps, who is also curator of
special collections, recommends
that prospective Bigfoot sear-

»

°

x
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YOU had to let yourself
be as

you wanted to, without worry
about what another
would
think because what he
think
didn’t matter. And the
staff
members were crazy too. At least
that’s what the kids said.
Kids are what the camp is all
about and every activity revolves
around them. Administrative decisions were based on what was
best for the campers.
It’s a good feeling to watch
campers grow, like the two who
were a pain in the neck the first
three days. They wouldn’t participate in activities and they
male fun of the counselors in a
negative, mean way. We tried everything, from talking with them
to forcing them to scrub the
kitchen walls.
IT wasn’t the walls, but somewhere somebody said the right
thing, because the two began to
join the rest of the group. A week
after their session ended, they
sent the staff a package full of
on and candy. That package
we were doing a pretty good
job after all.
And the letters! The letters we
received boosted egos: ‘You guys
were really great.
counselors
at the camp I went to before were

like spending all my time off

because I was too tired to

es te of m:aylees
buslowd of lads

s

hen the lant
and then cry-

g

an hour later.
camp started in June when
staff and supplies arrived. Campers came a week later. The only
problem was that some of the food
that was supposed to have been
ordered wasn’t. When the frozen
food was delivered, we discovered
we didn’t have a freezer. Believe
me, 80 pounds of ground beef
makes a lot of hamburgers and
tamale pie.
AREQUIPA was a special interest
, operated
by the San
Francisco Bay Girl Scout Council
as an experiment
in small group
camping.
The maximum number
campers
was 36 and most sessions averaged
4. The campsite
is about 20 miles north of San
Francisco
in a small town called
Fairfax,
:

mean, but you really made camp
fun.”’ Not bad, considering we

made them wash dishes and clean
the bathrooms every day.
The postcards home were
pretty funny. ‘This place is like

all under 28 years old.
We had tense moments, like the
time we tried to have a staff meeting after consuming pizza and
beer first. Have you ever spent 45
minutes arguing whether the Pin-

an orphanage, only better”’ or the

card one camper sent home after

tos or the Mustangs should be the

other trappings

that

could have been lifted from a Vincent Price movie. (We even found
a couple of bottles used for intraveneous feeding - with liquid

creation departments.

support.

THE camping department is
being cut from 2% to 2 full-time
persons and a secretary. That
means the number of camps operated will probably be reduced.
And that means fewer summer
jobs for students and stiff competition for those.
But this year was great. The
staff was fun to get to know, the
campers were a riot.
Sleeping under the stars when
the sky isn’t blocked by artifical
light . . . where an individual can
be what he or she wants and be
accepted and needed by others.
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Smear Clinic staffed by R.N.’s began in full swing last

too.

THREE. Family Planning (contraceptive information) Clinic is
starting this fall. The clinic is designed to instruct and answer ques”
tions about all forms of contraception and will meet for
two times a week. This clinic. too, will be staffed by R.N.’s.
sessions
FOUR. Allergy Clinic (no waiting time, no appointment necesregular Health Center hours (8:30 a.m. to 4:30
sary) is open
see Gladys Costello, R.N. and get your shots.
.m.). Come in
et cuts necessitate a $1 charge per visit.

FIVE. The Student Health Center is now able to schedule
physicials (not connected with illness) for employment,
premarital requirements, but a charge of
credentials or
ding on the complexity of the physical
will be made,
amount of paperwork involved.
Other services include:

I want to come back next summer.
zee

overlength material may not be published.

BOG
on.the plaza
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“TwO. Pap

The perspectives page isreserved for opinion matter from anyone:
‘about anything. Opinions expressed are those of the author and not
necessarily of The Lumberjack or Humboldt State University. Written matter may be up to 250 words in length. typed and doublespaced. Deadline is Friday before publication. Libelous, tasteless or

your dianer with folk

ere

o<—~. Women on campus can now have their yearly pap smears
by other women. Doctors’ consultations are always available.
If a patient prefers that a doctor do the test and exam, that’s okay,

worls? Can that world offer better
than this?

DON’T MISS IT!bell

:

by Norman C. Headley
‘
Director, Student Health Center
There have been a number of changes in the Student Health Center
the las. year which many of you may not be aware of:
du
by two
necessary) is staffed
ONE. Walk-in Clinic (no appointment
R.N.’s and one physician. It has been a huge success, cutting waiting time by at least half. Specially trained R.N.’s evaulate the proby and get a physician's consultation when needed.
lem init
Students are seen as quickly as possible, so the Walk-in Clinic is
not the place to take long standing, complicated problems which
require a lot of time. For these problems, a student should make an
appointment with a doctor or nurse.

Who wants to return to the real

me
™

Even the

United Crusade is cutting back its

|

%

An opinion page open fo all

The site was an old tuberculosis .

1916 and

the cards, so they told their parents about it — on a postcard.
The cam
had a good time.
Each staff member made new
friends and grew. The experience
was a six-week high for the counselors.
With feelings like that, it’s hard
to imagine the Girl Scout resident
camping program cut back next
year. But money is tight, a paid
staff expensive and there’s tough
competition for summer school,
family vacations and park and re-

ae

on
is
x
ae
ent
<
™. x

Perspectives

high ability group?
WE had great moments too, riding horses on days off when no
kids were around and then sleeping, swimming and going out in a
group to indulge and imbibe. Or
playing ghost and scaring the kids
the last night of camp.
hospital, complete with stairs that
led nowhere, medical files from

THE camp director and I used
tcards so we'd
to read the
know how the kids felt about

§

routine
teacher
$3 to $5
and the

- Ear piercing (with gold studs to keep) costs $5. Call for an
appointment.

— Pregnancy tests will be done on request. Call for instructions.

There is a $3 fee for two tests. One privides a
than five minutes and the other, though it takes
is somewhat more reliable.
-- All X-rays taken at the Health Center are
charge by a certified radiologist in Arcata.
- Individual contraceptive counseling will

quick answer in less
two hours for results,

read at no additional
be done by trained

R.N.’s or by aphysician (as requested by the patient). Simply make
an appointment.

-- Overseas elective immunizations for faculty, staff and relatives
of students are available for $1 for registered students and $2 for
faculty and staff.
~ Students may receive immunization for rubella (German or
three-day measles). Rubella vaccination is

a MUST for women be-

fore pregnancy occurs since there is a high incidence of birth defects
when rubella is contracted during the first three months of prey.
— Mumps vaccine is also available and a MUST for all males who

haven't .had mumps. If a post-pubertal male contracts the illness,
there is a 50 percent chance one.or both of his testicles will be
affected. When this occurs, permanent sterility may result.
Don’t hesitate to get these immunizations if you need them.
Remember the Student Health Center provides care for registered
HSU students only (with the overseas immunization exception).
We’re always interested in new ideas for the Health Center, so if
_ have suggestions, complaints or good thoughts let us know via
ie suggestion box or tell us in person.

We e

sol all problems, but we can listen and try
can’t can’t solve

,

dancers in a tropical garden atmosphere
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Student reservist
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Arcata police convert wildlife management major
the no-pay, reserve officer
ram in Arcata. Two students
have
‘‘tenure”’ in the reserves, waving
completed the reserve schoo
program last year with four students enrolled in the apprentice-

by Mike Chapman
The Arcata Police Department
has converted at least one HSU
student with its reserve program.
After
14 weeks
in the
department’s officer reserve
program, Steven C. Peoples, a
22-year old senior (wildlife
major) from Stockton, has become more interested in law en-

ship course this year.

course. The classes, held twice a
week at the Arcata police station,

ee

arres'
e
While attending classes, reservists serve their community by
accompanying an officer in a
police car once a week.
“The Arcata Police Depart. ment supplies the uniform. Last
year they got new shirts. This

state approved non-lethal gas
course offered by the College of
the —police science de-

After completing the eight-hour

drunks to the county jail in
Eureka

LT. Gary W. Bates, an Arcata

resident and former liaison officer from the Arcata Reserve

sateen

es ‘eam a

servist.
“I found out about it last
sande nue eh oe cova
in
from a fellow dorm-mate,”’
ples said.
some new pants
- the
Last February Peoples decided year we
to fill out an application
to join the ones they have now are worn,”
. “*¥OU live in a town and you bePeoples said.
volunteer reservists.
cr
of it. I just wanted
to do
“There were 23 guys who apHSU graduate Richard W. ,
ing to help out,”’ Jeanson
Jeanson, who was a reserve ofied for 15 openings.
asked
atte like, ual on arrest ficer for almost two years, said a
Jeanson, from Covina, Calif.,
someone you knew?’ and if you © reservist is required to buy a
joined the Arcata police reserve
would be bothered. by comments
badge case, flashlight, pocket
January 1973 because he felt it
from friends,” Peoples said.
ae
= ’ hse ete
(a would better qualify him for a job
work as upd
orca after
leather loop that ai
es the
reg- as a park ranger.
PEOPLES was among the men
serving
as
ts.
ular belt to the duty belt which
Park rangers, who now carry
selected to begin the 16-week
Peoples added, though, that
carries the gun and holster).
firearms, divide their time
The police give the reservist a equally among wildlife manage- some officers do not approve of
gun for duty, a 9mm Smith and ment and park law enforcement, the program because they feel the
preparation received by the reWesson Model 39 revolver. AcJeanson said.
servists is inadequate.
cording to Peoples, no reservist
Jeanson believes there may be
has fired his gun while on duty
“INITIALLY, I knew that personal prejudices concerning
since Police Chief N. James Gib- Eureka had a reserve program. I
students on the reserves, but the
son initiatedthe program in 1965.
was going to join their program
officer’s opinions do not show up
In addition to acquiring a knowuntil I found out that Arcata hada while on duty.
ledge of firearms, the reservists
similar program,” Jeanson said.
Interviews for this year’s re-

forcement than wildlife man-

agement for a career.
“I was interested in law enforcement
and decided to become
involved,”’ Peoples said in an interview last quarter.

Peoples wants to combine his
interest in wildlife and his training as a reservist
to work in wild-

life law enforcement.
He is among six college stu-

dents who have volunteered for

learn how to adminsiter tear gas
and two types of Mace, Peoples
said.
BEFORE
carry Mace

the reservists can
they must attend a

RESEARCH
CANADA’S LARGEST

p.m. until 2:30 a.m. after the bars

are closed,”’ Jeanson said.

SERVICE

$2.75 per page
Send

now

for

latest

catalog.

En-

| close $2.00 to cover return postage.

Jeanson, who will become a
Covina Reserve this October,
says Arcata is a quiet town.
‘While on duty, we drive
around maybe three times a
month. You can ride for as long as
you want, but I usually go from 6

;

ESSAY SERVICES
57 Spadina Ave., Suite #208
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

(416) 366-6549
Our research service is sold
for research assistance only.

JEANSON is_ philosophical
about his duty.
.
‘*(As areservist) you see every
side of life. You see the bad side
and the good side. The high school
kids drunk on beer to skid-row
bums.”
The job of a reservist does not
involve much risk in Arcata,
Jeanson said. The most excitement happens while transporting

serve classes will begin this quarter.

Voter sign-ups
Voter registration will be held
on campus during the next two
weeks.

Anyone who will be 18 years old
by November 5 is eligible to vote
in the next election, provided he is
registered by October 6.
Deputy registrars will be avail-

able at the Kiosk, the library entrance, the Jolly Giant Complex
and at the picnic tomorrow.

KATA
1340 on your AM dial ©

LOVE |S

Full Time Radio

for Humboldt County

Love is a giving thing,
so give the gift of love
. .. a Keepsake diamond ring.
Choose from perfect solitaires,
beautiful matched sets and trios.
Modern and traditional settings
in precious 14K gold. Keepsake,

Now

24

hours a day

‘there is no finer diamond ring.

‘Local news with Bill Haigwood
AEGISTERED

DIAMOND

Top to bottom— LADYLOVE, RACHEL, LADY VALLEY. BRITTANIA
Find your Keepsake Jewelers in the Yellow pages or dial free 800-243-6000.

6 a.m. - 10 a.m. — Luke Short

In Conn. 800-882-6!

10 a.m. - 3 p.m. — Len Jarvela

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new 20 pg. b
fet. “Planni
full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's

t and Wedding" plus
‘our Enge
Engeg
F.74
ook gift offer all for only 35¢.

3 p.m. - 7 p.m. — John Price

(Presse Print)
ch LL
id

State.

KEEPSAKE

zp.

DIAMOND

RINGS,

BOX

Progressive Top 40

RINGS

90, SYRACUSE,

N.Y.

13201

ce

oe

7 p.m. - Midnight - Captain Ric Biocca
Midnight - 6 a.m. - Lee

Jef ries

‘DP ha Lamborjock, Wednesday, Sept. 35., 1974
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“COURTESY FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
— SUNDRIES— FILMS - COSMETICS
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COLFOROGN
* HALLMARK CARDS
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Call 822-1717
After Hours Call 622-3837
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Trees, open air and a freedom from the
hectic pace of the rest of the state lures
many students to HSU. With the ocean

and the redwoods along the Avenue of
the Giants, Humboldt County offers a
wide variety of nature’s beautv.
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HSU evaluates its effectiveness
by Don Christensen

anal
Pe
is re

“That’s the advantage of an
or

coming in,”’ Dr. Strahan

COMMISSION

MEMBERS

Anderson of Mills College in

evaluate the committee’s report.
x

eo
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freeway frontage road
Those gigantic earth movers

Oak-

capa ae ing 2 nig
working on the

for the Arcata

.

of the

‘ay pro-

ject.

5

The frontage road is scheduled
ior completion in November, according to Arcata Police Chief.

S

aa

starts on
over the freeway was long and bitter.
Two years ago Arcata voters

elec
two city councilmen,
Alexandra Fairless who is now
mayor,
and Rudolf W.
5

B&H

cdo elim gtr cme

ere
es
in traffic flow in the aress eave
construction is going.

~

The freeway, a four lane creaure with room for expansion to
six, is scheduled for completion in
two years. The
litical battle

>

2

3n0£.G EUREKA ¢ Ow THe Pues

(The Lumberjack will print a

story about the freeway andhowit

came to be in its next issue, Oct :

9).
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THE ACCREDITING process
works in an overall way, testing
the value and efficiency of the
whole campus program. It is objective, goal oriented, and con—
with a product that is salale.
That product is the college student.
Members of the accrediting
commission require confidence
that a student who attends an institution, such as HSU, will

ment whether a school is accredited
or not.
Executive director of the accrediting commission is oat:

aes

Every five years, HSU

quired to do aself-study
-- an organization plan touching the various academic disciplines - and
submit a written report to the
Western Association of Schools
and Colleges.
This report is reviewed by an
accrediting commission. It looks
for a good academic program
which is adequately fu
and
staffed.

Construction

It is on the commission’s
judge-

eee

THE

graduate with a degree which is

presentable and acceptable. And

acceptable not only to a prospective employer, but also for
graduate studies.

HUMBOLDT

THIS ENABLES graduates
from HSU to have an equal chance

STATE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

...Starts off it’s new year with a new look! You are invited to
stop by and see our new:

with graduates from other state

institutions. .
“If we say we’re going to be an
excellent school of such-andsuch,” said Dr. Donald Strahan,
HSU vice president for adminis-

PLANT SHOP

trative affairs, ‘‘then that’s what

we ought to be tested against, as
opposed to being compared with a
college that specializes in something else.
“‘A school ought to be measured
by how good it’s doing and what it
says it’s doing.
“EACH INSTITUTION and individual, for that matter, is dif-

a

ferent. You can’t compare me
with you -- my ability to do my

a

thing and your ability to do your

thing.

a

ap

“‘We have to state what we
propose to do and they help us
judge whether we're doing it well.
If we’re not, they’ll tell us and say

ap

a

we're not accredited. If we’re
doing it well, then we’re accre-

a>

dited.”’
A committee of specialists, all

ap

ap

faculty and administrative personnel, is chosen by the accrediting commission. The committee

4p

spends three to five days walking
around the campus, making con-

MEMBERS

OF the committee

BRPAUDED CLOTHING SECTION

talk to the university president
about necessary changes and the
validity of what they have perceived and what was reported.

They also submit a written report

~

to the accrediting commission.
HSU’s

graduates

have

been

--t-shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, jackets,
tank-tops, halter-tops, and more!

accredited all along. It is actually
a reaccrediting process.
This year, five California cam‘puses are expected to be visited
G such committees. The state
chancellor’s office will alsobe visited.

--wider selection of sports equipment

ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS - |

FOR THE first time, a systemstudy, in addition to self-study,

will be included. The system office will be reviewed for accreditation. Previously, only campuses
have been reviewed.
Committee

members

+-many new styles

-larger selection

can use

-

admission office records to determine actual quality of students
who attend an institution. They
can check scores, determine averages, student by student,

--lower prices
... Stop by and see us...
QP
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tacts and following up on certaind
things.
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Busting PARKING LOT r

‘Where's the library2’

You can’t get there from here--anymore
Since construction has started on the new library addition, traffic pattern on the HSU campus has been
changed. (See map).
According to Oden W. Hansen, dean of campus development and utilization, Sequoia Avenue, between the
administration building and library, has been closed
and will be eventually converted to a pedestrian walkway. Plaza Avenue now dead ends by the administration.

Incoming traffic along Plaza will travel as before, but

through traffic is now routed down Preston Drive to
Laurel Drive. Parking has been eliminated on both Pre-

ston and Laurel.

Northbound traffic across campus is directed up
Laurel and rerouted to the right at the west side of the
Hadley House (House 56) and across the Library park-

and A streets and between A and B

streets.

Hansen said he wanted to have the new lots built in
time to replace parking lost by the library construction,
but wasn’t because of delays in the chancellor’s office.
(The office must approve major building projects).

ing lot to Plaza Ave.

The remainderof the library parking lot is reserved
for staff only. New student parking lots will be under
construction in the near future at 14th between Union

_ “We’ve done

everything we could to expedite park-

ing, but that’s not going to help-the first few weeks,”
Hansen said.

Artifacts & Books
Handbags, Belts & Accessories

American Indian Jewelry
Unique

kOROPpILAU

Handmade

liems

Precious & Semi-Precious Gem
413 Fifth Street Eureka 442-5893

Stones

|
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Help_may_be
in sight

Needy students flounder in financial morass
by Harry C. Gilbert

tions and inactions
has resulted in
an ever-growing financial aid
bureaucratic snarl that has
caused undue confusion,
pain, and
suffering to students, parents,
educators, administrators and
counselors.”
Because of the complexity of financial aids
ams, dishonesty and cynicism as wellas ‘‘disfor the political and educational institutions of our country” occurs, the resolution
stated.
The committee urged that procedures be simplified and included with its resolution specific
recommendations. Apparently
there has been little response.
HOWEVER, a national task
force exists that is studying stu-

News Editor
Jim Jones came to Humboldt in

ae

of 1974. 7S oa

have

money

year.

to

last the

Naturally he went to the Financial
Aids office.
Though
he supported himself,
Jimhad lived at his parents’
home
for one month du

the summer,

so he is considered
a dependent
student. Jim applied for four different aid
ams, all of which
had different forms for him to fill
out.

:

Jim Jones became

frustrated

with red tape, left Humboldt State
and went to work in construction.
Per
that’s an.extreme ex-

ample (the story is fictitious)
, but
students do experience frustration in
with requirements

dent financial aid programs. The

vice chairman of the task force is
Arthur S. Marmadulke, director
of the California State Scholarship and Loan Commission.

of a federal and state bureauc-

racy.
“FINANCIAL aids
have problems na

programs
» Jack

Altman, HSU directorof financial
aids, said in an interview last
week.
In a resolution sent to state and

federal ae

Altman said last January
Marmaduke wrote a letter stating
that something had to be done
now.

last April 29,

Altman
, ‘The several legis_lative, administrative and reg-

“It’s September, and nothing’s
changed,’’ Altman said. ‘‘The
committee will be lucky if it can
agree on the shape of a table.”

ulatory bodies have
ed fo
an aastounding jumble of often
conflicting, usually complex and
practically unintelligible application forms.”

The resolution, drafted by the

HSU

Financial Aids Committee

(which consists of faculty, stu-

dents and administrators) continued:
‘“*THE sum total of (these) ac-

SS ale reseed

as one reason

lg

mebcee ee

progress

pears slow, but declined to elabo

rate.

‘Some empires may be diminished and there is a natural
resistance to change,”’ he said.
66

doesn’t have to fill out long, detailed forms.

;

Up to $100may be borrowedat

dents use bay

bedemergency
os
=
fund. Altman said this is a
locally-administered program
which means that a student

nt

rei "moving along
"soe bee
done research
but the ‘‘test of
‘orce

4

eae
tman said. The
money is usually available within
24 hours after a student applies.
7

J

an

99

success is yet to be given.” He expects positive changes for students seeking aid for 1976-’77
‘school year.

Altman said the task force “‘has
to move faster than it did’’ between January and September,
ee
ts.

As for this year, Altman said
there are sufficient National Defense Student Loan funds availapeo
eget lle
eligibility requirements.’’
The
NDSL program lends money to
students at three per cent interest. (This is contrasted with
. the Federally
Insured Loan program which has less stringent
eligibility rules but the interest
rate is seven per cent).

ONE specific area the task
force is studying, Altman said, is
roducing a single application
form to cover all programs.

DISCUSSING work study funds
Altman said there won’t be
enough funds to-cover all eligible
persons. Work-study is an 80 percent federally and 20 percent loc-

“That’s one of the most difficult
goals to achieve,’’ Marmaduke

ally financed program. Students
are employed on campus or in

said in a telephone interview last

ganizations.

en

ee
eon re
pam
ee
—

4

some nonprofit community or-
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For a dollar a month, you can have a student checking
account at Wells Fargo Bank. There’s no minimum balance required, and you can write as many checks as you want.

You'll get a statement every month. And if you decide
not to write checks over the summer, there’s no monthly service

©

charge at all. We’ll still keep your account open, even if there’s
no money in it, until you return to school in the Fall,
We also have a special Master Charge credit plan for students. It provides extra money when you need it—and a good way
to build credit standing.
To find out more about student banking, come in to the
Arcata Office of Wells Fargo Bank at 1315 G Street in Arcata.

Wells Fargo Bank.

MEMBER F.D.1.C

Off-Campus
-

Eateries

Uniontown

Coffee Shop

Tracy's

Tracy’s Cafe, 1618 G St., one of two r
places open 24 hours, has a new manager.
The manager, Gene Corson, plans to
make adjustments in menu prices. Some
items will go up and others down, depending on his costs.
As for now, Tracy’s prices are.high and
sometimes unreasonable. Three hot
cakes sell for 85 cents and cold cereal
costs 50 cents. A peanut butter sandwich
is priced at 80 cents and an order of fries
at 60 cents. Sandwich prices include
potato salad.
Bright lights and booths reveal the typical cafe atmosphere. The place is pretty

clean and many students visit this eatery
at strange hours of the night.

|

i

Kentucky
Fried Chicken
Fortunately or otherwise, Arcata is not

totally protected from the influence of the
big city. A few'years ago the corner of
Fourteenth and G Streets was graced
with the presence of a Colonel Sanders
Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurant.
Except for a floor that needed mopping,
the kitchen was clean when we saw it. A
three-piece chicken dinner including a
role, cole salw, mashed potatoes and
gravy
sells for $1.99. You can buy a bucket
of 21 pieces of chicken for $7.99 or 15
pieces for $6.99.
Colonel Sanders also sells ham and
roast beef sandwiches as well as salads
and soft drinks.

Note:

Editor's
Students, like everyone else, like to eat.
And sometimes they get tired of their own
cooking or of cafeteria food.
For anyone new in town, trying to
choose from Arcata’s long list of restaurants (an amazing number
for such a
small town) could result in total confusion. So, to save a little anguish, Harry
Gilbert, Lumberjack

news

editor, and

Linda Fjeldsted, editor, visited all the Arcata restaurants they could find, comparing prices, cleanliness, comfort and food
quality.
Gilbert has had experience in food
management, and Fjeldsted has had

plenty of experience in eating.
All statements are the opinions of the
authors. They apoligize if any restaurants
were not included in the article.
Some of the kitchens did not appear to
meet county health standards. Mike Lucchesi, who inspects Arcata restaurants
for the county health department,
said enforcement of regulations is ‘‘lax.’’
“I spend seven and a half of an eighthour day on septic tanks,’’ he said, explaining that sewage problems are more
important. A restaurant is inspected
when it opens and that is probably the
only time, Lucchesi said.

‘|

For early risers, Uniontown Coffee
Shop in the shopping center starts serving
at 6 a.m., one hour after the Varsity
opens.
Breakfasts are good and the restaurant
lives up to Stanton Elliott’s exacting
cleanliness standards. Two
buttermilk hot cakes cost

and four
$1.45 and if

you’re really hungry, try two
, four
pieces of bacon or link sausage
pancakes for $1.80. There’s plenty of variety
* to choose from.
A hamburger (one quarter pound beef
with lettuce, tomato, onion and pickle)
costs 85 cents.

The fountain at Uniontown is almost
identical with that at Bim’s.
The service is prompt most of the time
and the help friendly.
on

Epicurean
“Dinky but tasty” is how.one customer

Varsity
For the best soda fountain in town, try
the Varsity at 854 G St. A milk shake costs
75 cents and a hot fudge sundae 9% cents,

but the price is worth it. The ice cream
has a heavy cream content so the soda
fountain delights are rich.
The atmosphere is typical coffee shop —
bright lights and there’s a orange and red
sign in each front window
that reads
“Cafe and Fountain.” In case you miss
those signs, there’s also one on the
sidewalk.
The Varsity serves a reasonably priced
breakfast ($1.50 ae chopped ham, two
scrambled
eggs
and threeRR ARR t RAE
cakes)RRR
and
CR
OR
RRR
RE RR RR RR

described an Epicurean sandwich.

opens at 5 a.m. seven days a week.
Italian dinners are served, too. A
spaghetti dinner costs $4 and includes
soup, antipasto, ice cream and coffee
(plus
the entree). Wine and beer may be
purchased.
Apparently the Varsity has improved

atias

ne
i
oe
tter.

See

ee

ee
that a
been hired and the food is

The place is clean in both kitchen and
dining areas. There are even some cute
little tables with chairs that have red
hearts in their back rests.

mosphere—candles
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Gourmet

vide

International Peasant
The International Peasant near Northtown Books certainly lives up to its name.
Apparently the owner can’t afford anyone
to clean it up.
The stove was riot clean
and had a
grease buildup. The cook
long
hair
which was not tied back - a violation of
the state restaurant act.
.
The window between the kitchen and
sidewalk was covered with grease. It’s a

hard spot to keep clean,
but no effort had
been made in some time.
Other than being dirty, the Peasant is a
nice place. Mobiles hang from the ceiling
andthe
dining area has a nice feeling to it.
Dinners are served every night of the
. week featuring international recipes.
For lunch or dinner a bottomless bowl
of soup with homemade bread costs 1

Pizza Parlors
Angelo's

Al Capone's
Capone delivers. It costs 20 cents, but if
you live in Arcata and don’t have a car Al
Capone’s is the only way to go.
Capone’s,

located next to the Arcata

Theater, serves the best pizza in town.
The crust is thick and the pizzas filling. A
large sausage pizza (that pizza will be
used in this article for price comparison)
= $4.40, 10 cents more. than competion.
;
If a large is too big, there are three
other sizes to choose from and Capone’s
accepts food stamps.
Capones has no tables or chairs,
so all

_

is to ~

'

pone’s is clean and
every
da
except Monday.
nr
H.G.

Angelo’s runs a close third to Straw
Hat. The crusts are alittle thinner and the
mushrooms are canned.
Other than that, Angelo’s and Straw
Hat are about equal. A large sausage
pizza at Angelo’s costs $4.30 (same as at
Straw Hat), but the small and medium
sizes are slightly more than at Straw Hat.
Angelo’s is clean, has a typical pizza
place atmosphere and shows movies. It
also offers students a 10 per cent discount
_ except on Wednesday nights when_a dollar discount on pizza is offered.
Spaghetti dinners cost $1.29 (add 20
cents for meatballs.) That’s about the
same as Straw Hat. There’s also an allyou-can-eat lunch which includes pizza,
Angelo’s is open every day.

The second best pizza may be had at
Straw Hat Pizza Palace in Uniontown
shopping center.
Straw Hat is clean, uses fresh mus-

hrooms (Angelo’s doesn’t) and gives HSU
and College of the Redwoods students 10
percent discount on food. (So does
Angelo’s).
Straw Hat also has sandwiches and
some dinner items. A roast beef sandwich
costs $1.15! as does a spaghetti dinner.

drink with your sandwiches.

(The spaghetti sauce is from a canned
base) Add 40 cents for meatballs, made at.
Straw Hat.

A large sausage pisza

es

for $4.30.

aad 10 cents to go. small is $2.
traw Hat shows movies, has a coinee
horsey and average plastic
piz a
parlor decor.
This establishment is open every day
except Sunday.
H.G.

a

Keg

H.G.

Hat

Cellar

The Wine Cellar and Cheese Shop in the
Uniontown shopping center is a good
place to buy carry-out sandwiches. While
the sandwiches are smaller than those at
the Plaza Gourmet, most of them are a
little cheaper. Prices range from $1.10 to
$1.35 with a 5 cent charge for hot sandwiches. There is always a 99 cent special
on a different sandwich every week.
The Wine cellar also has racks of imwines plus cold beer and pop to

salad and chicken for $1.69.

:

Straw

Wine

If you like throwing peanut shells on the
floor, then the Keg is the place for you.
The shells dirty the floor, but that’s okay
because the mess matches that in the
kitchen.
There was food left uncovered on the
preparation counter and the meat slicer,
grease build-up on the hood above the
charcoal grill and the floor behind the bar
couldn’t have been swept in a week.

The Keg, 752 18th St., serves hamburgers, sandwiches, salads and one item
calleda pa burger. For $1.27, you can
buy
a beef patty with mushrooms, lettuce,
bacon and mozarella cheese and lettuce.
The keg sells the worst pizza in town.
Don’t buy it.

Don's Donut Shop
Don’s Donut Bar, 933 H St., is a quiet,
friendly little shop. The doughnuts, which
cost 12 cents each or $1.44 a dozen, are not
as good as those V and N Burger Bar or
the Arcata Burger Bar. However, Don’s
has the advantage of indoor seating and
:
24-hour service.
Don's also sells jelly-filled doughnu
for20 cents and maple bars and cinnamon
rolls for 25 cents. Both the kitchen and
dining room are very clean.

Live entertainment is featured Wednesday through Saturday night. There’s a
50 cent cover charge and I.D.’s are
checked. (A guy has to be at least
21 while
a girl can be 18). When the band doesn’t
play, the juke box does.
Beer and wine are available as well as
soft drinks. There are coin operated pool
tables and pinball machines.
Monday night, you can watch football

on a color television set and purchase a
hot dog for 25 cents or five for $1.
The Keg made a change in interior
decor during the summer -- the_bathrooms were painted, covering last
year’s graffiti.
H.G.

Towers
You have to look twice to realize that

the Towers is actually a restaurant an@»

not a Victorian-style castle. Located at
Tenth and I Streets, the outside of the
building is painted bright blue. Inside.
you have the feeling that you are eating In
someone’s living room. The kitchen is old
butt quite clean.
The Towers serves buffet-style lunches
and dinners. Lunch is all you can eat for
$1.99 from 11:30 a.m. until 2 p.m. Monday
through Saturday. The towers reopens at
5 p.m. for dinner, which costs $2.95 for all
you can eat. There is a $2.49 student spe-

cial on Monday
served Sundays and
until 8 p.m.

Plaza

ts. Dinner is also
holidays from noon
‘i

Gourmet

The best sandwich for the money. %,
ling and reasonably priced.
The Plaza Gourmet, 846 G St., servesa
good selection of hot and cold sandwiches.

Beer and wine may be purchased and
there’s a deli which reportedly has excellent bagels.
The Plaza Gourmet has recently added
a vegetarian sandwhich and accepts food
stamps.

;

A large ham sandwich costs $1.50 anda

beef $1.25. There’s a small size
large roast
sandwich (called ‘‘medium”’ ) which costs
a little less.

The only problem with the sandwich
shop is the lack of tables. (There aren't

any). The manager says adding tables

and chairs would create more trouble
than convenience.
;
The Plaza Gourmet is clean and is open

seven days a week.

H.G-

Arcata dining 3

ide t

The most

“The ‘‘plushiest” place‘in town is Em830 G St. With polarized winbers North,

item on the lunch
50.

ex

dows to keep out the glaring rays of the

Humboldt County sun and ved. wall-toroll and butter, dessert and coffee. an
wall carpet, Embers North stands out as _—strees range in price from ground sirl

the restaurant with the most class.

($3.50-same as lunch) to prime rib for

$6.50 or sirloin and sea at $11.9.

The food is good and the restaurantis

clean. The cook, Lee Marquardt, has

California wines are featured, pee

are included on
one or two imports

worked there six years andis proudofher

kitchen.

list.

As far as prices go, the lunch menu lists
a hamburger
with fries and a salad for
$1.85 and a cold beef or ham sandwich

except dinner
] lunch is not served Sunday

with fries for $1.50.

H.G.

|
From Mexico

Old Soup House
If you like going to church, you'll like

the Old Soup House at oo. St. 7
V&N

_—"

Bu rger : Bar

is, if

is >homeeee
sind

se vegetarian.
se
seat te

Ste

.

;
Tastier,

‘
The Mexican
food served at the Red

less

expensive

and

.
more

Pepper is okay, but you have to pretend

_casual than the Red Pepper, Garcia’s is

you don’t expect them to taste like meat.
The seats are shaped like church pews

“Sonera style” which apparently is
another word for “‘unspicy.”

Streets °P ssibl inn p ee oo
staurant Gnas eee aaaeniae

are not as tasty as those sold by the Ar-

for reading material. there is a rack of

| However,

religious literature at the door.
It is clean and quiet, however, and a
good place to have lunch, but if you want

Pepper is the cocktail lounge. If you arrive between 4 and 6 p.m. on a weekday
purchase
you
a glass.for The40
cents drinks
for 30mixed
cents canand beer

$1.05.

to eat dinner there, you'd better plan on

Red Pepper also makes fine Marg aothen

Doughnuts sell for 12 cents each or $1.25

dining early, because it closes at 8 p.m.

The kitchen is clean and the lighting is

1 can eat for

a dozen. Mrs. Berger makes them fresh

Monday through Thursday and 6 p.m. on

And Elmer Carson, fondly known

of course, apparently in
Friday, and
the Sabbath, the Soup House is

dim, but the prices are higher than either

's reopens at

every morning and they are delicious.
as the

honor of

realize that
aurant an@™

Located at
ide of the

lue. Inside,

are eatingin

itchen is old

tyle lunches

.m. Monday

3 $2.95 for all

student speiner is also

}

Garcia's

Pepper

Red

The V and N Burger bar at Fourth and I
Streets is actually owned by Vern and

Norma Berger. While the hamburgers

and the
cata burger bar, they are cheaper
hamburgeris
grillis not as greasy. A deluxe
is 95 cents and a deluxe cheeseburger

‘mayor of Manila,” swears the V and N

makes the best coffee in Arcata.

LF.

unturkey sandwiches are okay as long as

and are just about as uncomfortable, and

~
Bim's
;

money. Fil;
>
St., serves a
sandwiches.
chased and

ly has excel-

ently added
accepts food

Ss $1.50 anda
3a small size
) which costs
;
re sandwich

[here aren't

iding tables
1ore

trouble

n and is open
H.G.

Arcata

’

ial is advertised at
Usually some
Bim’s, 13th and G Streets. Last week's

et

Burger

;

:

Bor

was a ham and cheese sandwich which
saved the lucky customer 11 cents over
the regular price.
Bim’s is owned by Stanton Elliot who
also runs eight other restaurants in the
the Unionton Coffee Shop
area, inclu
and Samoa Cookhouse. Bim’s is spotless

The hamburgers at the Arcata Burger
Bar are the tastiest in town, although they
are greesy and rather expensive. A regular hamburger costs 90 cents, and a double hamburger costs $1.50. A regular
cheeseburger is $1 and a double
cheeseburger is $1.70.

Ninety-five cents buys a ‘‘Big B’’
cheeseburger (one quarter pound ground
beef, lettuce, tomato, pickle andonion). A
box of chicken (two pieces. with potato
salad, cole salw or fries) costs $1.69.
That’s about six cents less than Col. Sanders up the street.
The fountain is reasonably priced and
, but not as good as the
the quality

Streets, the Burger Bar is open from 8
a.m. until 11:30 p.m. seven days a week.
There are also excellent fresh doughnuts
which sell for 12 cents each or $1.35 per
dozen.
Don’t go the Burger Bar when you're in
a hurry, because the cooks are slow. Or
perhaps it just seems that way, since
there is nowhere to sit down while you

cream cones 20 cents a scoop.

The building is old and small and there
is no room for chairs, but there are newspapers at the counter to help pass the
time, and a few uncovered picnic tables
‘.
outside.
.F.

as are all of Elliott’s establishments.

Varsity. Milk shakes run 54 cents, ice
You can sit down at Bim’s. There are
seven booths indoors and a few outside

with umbrellas to shield you from the hot

sun or cold rain.

HG

Mona’s or Garcia’s.

go d

and th

y

e when

you re

wei

.
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Mona's

For authentic Tijuana dining atmos- _ belly on some of the best Mexican food in
town as well as beer and wine. Mona’s is
phere, try Mona’s on South G Street.
also the ohly Mexican restaurant in ArEverything about Mona’s, from the
ceramic bananas and other trinkets for
to the Spanish records
sale at the counter

on the juke box, is reminiscent of genuine
south-of-the-border truck stops.

Fortunately, the food is as authentic as
the decor. For under $3 you can fill your

Fishmon ger

Located at the corner of Seventh and G

wait.

the foodis

_ktichen is somewhat cl ns cnsent
toyoureatownfromslr ener lateesi = d clean ean off

LF.
‘

L.F.

:

s from noon

LF.

Probably themain attraction attheRed —_ and has no parking lot

:

closed on Saturday.

betw

it's Mexican. The menu advertises it as _ located on Ninth Street

The fishmonger specializes in old
fashioned English-style fish and chips.
But it also serves hamburgers, 12 kinds of
tea, salads, soups and delicious but costly
ice cream cones (25 cents for one scoup,40
cents for two).
the prices are
Except for the ice cream,
beer is on
and Michelob
quite reasonable,

tap. While it is not exactly spotless, it is

cleaner than some of the other eating
palces in town and the atmosphere is
quite homey and comfortable.
The fishmonger is located at 932 G St.,
across the street from the Lane

ee.

cata with a pool table right in the middle
of the dining room.

on the cleanliness of the
_ Wecan’treport
kitchen, because the owner wouldn’t let
_us look at it.

LF.

Local radio stations offer diverse music
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“after see deers af schatl I've

of the day, I hit the
had
and turn it up all the
radio
way.” —Beach Boys.

Rare is the student whodoesn’t
listen to the radio at least » couple
of hours a day, whether s
or just =
And, even though Humboldt
é

ioe

You're always trying

offer a diversity of music.
t at HSU is
here
es
to home
Clos

the campus station KHSU-FM, a
non-commercial educational station found at 90.5. The station’s 10
watt transmitter is usually

strong

enough to cover most of Arcata

and sometimes northern Eureka
to the south and McKinleyville to
the north.
go on the
KHSU is schedutoled
air during the first week of school,
possibly as soon as Monday afternoon or Tuesday. Last year the
hour and should do
24 t
station wen
so again this year, if staffing is
sufficient.
“The format will be whatever
the announcer wants it to be,”
Brian Prows, who replaces Mike

something new. This year Glimpse as the station manager

you began ballet lessons.
And today, you finally
mastered that new
position. You feel
wonderful.
Trying Tampaxtampons

station’s format is ‘‘soft rock,
geared so that a person can study
while listening to it.
Hours of operation are 3 pe. to
11 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
It is off the air during the
weekend, but according to Berkowitz, the possibility of 24 hour
broadcasting during weekends is
being explored.
KAHS, which has been on the
air for three years, has 38 watts of
power and, unlike KHSU, broadcasts in stereo. The station’s
range extends from Fortuna to
the south up to Trinidad to the
Berkowitz said the station’s
eatest plus is that it has a steady
ormat and is consistent, so that
persons always know what they

can expect to hear.
'
KFMI-FM (96.0) and KNCR

(1090) are two stations under the
same
management and simulcast
said.
This usually works out to be ‘their programming. General
mostly rock, but includes classi- manager for the two stations,

cal, blues; jazz and folk also.
Prows said the goal of the station is to first serve the needsof
the students, then the community
with alternative news, local features and community affairs

Jerry Yarberry, describes the
format as Top 40.
KNCR operates from 7 a.m. to6
|b while KFMI broadcasts
rom 6 a.m. to midnight. (Inciden-

tally, many radios are able to pick
up XPRS from the Los Angeles
programming
area after KNCR leaves the air.)
music.
;
“We plan to do things the com- The two stations have no network
mercial radio stations won't do or affiliations, thus leaving the stacan’t afford to do,” Prows said. tions more time to play music, acHe added he wants to avoid the cording to Yarberry.
in addition

to

trend toward homologized radio,
that is, having all of the stations

The stations are owned by FGK,

Inc., but sometime this year will
come under the ownership of C &
playing the same music.
is based in
KHSU first went on the air in the ‘M Enterprises, which

“| tall of 1960, beating San Diegoof

is
BS,

for the first time can be
a wonderful new

SOIL MIX * POTS: BOOKS
B MACRAME: REPOTTING
FINE INDOOR GREENERY

worn internally so you
Ican always be your most

active. No one will know
you have your period,
nina leotard, a bikini,
atennis skirt. They're
easyto use, too. The
silken-smooth
container-applicator
makes insertion safe,

and comfortable.
And the exclusive Junior - |
rbency-size is just

right for a beginner.

Try Tampax tampons

‘

the

area

have

made

format

changes in the past, this one particularly irked the younger people
in the county. Aggravating any ill
feelings was the fact KXGO has
gone to an automated operation.

KXGO first went on the air in
January, 1968., sporting a “prog-

ressive rock” format. This past
summer owner Dick A. Plank
began taking an active role in the
station’s management and on
July 4 made a surprise switch to

its present format.

On 980 on the AM dial is KINS

radio. Hugo Papstein, sales manager for the station, said the sta-

tion caters to adult tastes with
middle of the road and some of the
better contemporary music.
KINS is a CBS affiliate, carry-

ing its news and many of its programs. The station broadcasts
Giants baseball and 49ers football. Papstein said the station is
considering carrying Warriors
basketball also.
KINS also will carry all home
and away HSU football games,
Papstein said.
The station, which ae?

went on the air as KHUM in 1945,”
is owned by Wendall Adams.

one

radio, ae

; nape

eis:

=

AM

ive Top 40”

format, according to Manager
Dale Andreason.
Andreason said this format
mixes Top 40 singles with album
cuts, in an effort to fill the gap by
KXGO’s change of music.
For the Jast three weeks the station has been 24 hour, which
should be a relief to those without
FM receivers this coming year.

KATA carries Oakland ‘A’s
baseball and has an AP news

wire. The station went on the air in
1956 as a country western station
(KATA

Country

Cowboys)

and

switched to rock in 1968.
Andreason said the station is

owned by Western Communica-

tions, Inc.,
but is in the processof
eee
owners to Martin
Broadcasting Co. He said the
changeover
is going smoothly
and
should
be
completed
by
November with no personnel or
format changes.
Near the far right side of the AM
band at 1480 is KRED radio. Paul
Hoff, manager of KRED, terms
that station’s format as ‘‘town and
country,”’

intermixing

country

western with some softer current
music.

KRED is on the air from 5 a.m.
to midnight, signing off closer to
11 p.m. on Sundays. The station
has been on the air since 1933, according to Hoff. It was a network
station during the ‘40’s, making a
switch to rock in the ‘60’s.
KRED is an ABC affiliate, carrying some of its programming
which includes

sports

features

and Paul Harvey news. It also
broadcasts College of the Redwoods football games, Hoff said.

KRED is the emergency broadcast station for its area.
Hoff is in the process of purchasing the station from the
California-Oregon

Radio

Co.,

latitude and simply home

in on

which also owns television station
KIEM Channel 3. Hoff said he is
satisfied with the station and
foresees little changes being
made.
Hoff said the station is located
just opposite the entrance to
umboldt Bay (107 degrees, 30
minutes) and many fishermen
simply cruise until they hit that
KRED’s signal.
There you have it. If Humboldt
County doesn’t have something in
your radio taste just scrape together $100,000 and make your
. Own.

Grad students to
intern in business
A new student intern program
will be offered this year by the
of
Business
School
Economics at HSU.

and

Called the Small Business Institute (SBI), the program will give
spony baer senior and
graduate students
an opportunit
to provide counseling to small
business in such areas as advertising, sales promotion, marketing, accounting, computer applications and management. Students will be supervised by business professors in the various
areas of expertise.
According to Raymond J. Wallace, management assistance officer of the U.S. Small Business
_ Administration, the institute has

land every day of the
to try something new.

:

It is not known whether there
State’s station by a couple
hours, making it the first state col- will be a format change following
the ownership change.
The remaining FM station is
California.
KXGO
(about 94) and it’s format
.
broadprobably
also
will
KHSU
ac-cast home HSU football and bas- is easy listening and classical,
cording to Operations Director
ketball games this quarter.
hours are6
A second school operated radio Bob Jacobs. Operating
station in the area is Arcata High a.m. to ere.
Jacobs said the station plays
School’s KAHS-FM, 91.5. Station
music exclusively from
classical
the
said
Berkowitz
Bob
manager

lexperience, too. They're

month can be a good
day

Lincoln, Neb.

on Saturdays
ight
6 p.m. to
Some additional
and Sundays.
programming includes the National Lampoon Radio Hour at 5
tly the
p.m. Sundays (“A
like classical
le who
type of
Lame the National
music
poon ve of humor,’’ Jacobs
said.) followed by a local public
affairs show.
Although
many of the stations in

|

|

three major objectives. First,it
will help small business to obtain
better management techniques.
Second, the program will give
students practical experience in
“‘live’”’ case histories rather than
theory and make them
more valuable assets when they
enter their own careers upon
graduation.
Third, it will establish better relationships between the Univer“=
e business community.
tudeént interns will be selected
by the faculty, but anyone interested in
ting should
contact John F. Hoffman, business administration professor
andpe
of the institute, or
an
;

.

Humboldt hitchhiking
Hitchhiking is often

necessity
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AFTER 5 O’CLOCK
THE 2 farsi GOES

tersection
will
disappear.
Whether hitchhiking. will: be
permitted from the detour road

in Humbolds County. If you don
have your own car, motorcycle,

that
will carry traffic during
in-

i

5

construction of. the new
tersection
is unclear.

ITALIAN

s

3

-

ree Po By

le ihf

:

We serve breakfast and lunch every day--even brunch on Sundey.
But at 5 o'clock every evening the lights dim, out come the
tablecloths and candles, and you can treat yourself to some
of the best home-cooked Italian food on the northcoast. For
i
i them here with us,
beexam
mew pee
= ocean You can enjoy

—.

2 FREESALADS

Arcata

Onthe Plaza _ 822-3155

Litter isn't the only thing that pollutes our environment.
Noise does, too. So to keep America a great place
noise

to live, we've all got to do our part to keep

down. Woodsy Owl has a list of ways for you to help

THIS COUPON EXPIRES OCTOBER 31, 1974

fight pollution. They're on a handsome. easy-to-read
poster. It's yours free when you write to Woodsy Owl,
Forest Service, U.S.D.A., Washington, D.C. 20250.
And remember, give a hoot, don’t pollute.
Don't be a dirty bird, no matter where you go.

OPEN

ihn

DAILY-6A.M.

SUNDAY-6

HUTCHINS GROCERY
& FOURTH ST.

A.M.

TO
TO

10 PM.
10

P.M.

MARKET
Wines and Liquors

HUTCHINS
8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
1644 G St.

FOURTH

STREET

9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
4th and H

Sts.

|
*aratarata’a’a*atarata’

854 G Street
ava aha tate te "ata a's a%a'n aaa a eee a aes 4" O's

Phone 822-4212
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Housing woes still plague students

s
the dorms.
nearon
Comm

HELP!
HOUSING
NEEDED!!!
So read notices
throughout the campus.
As usual, students are here in
quantity, while
in
ta,
and other local
areas remains scarce.
A housing shortage before
school is not uncommon, but this
year things seem even tighter,
possibly because of increased enroliment and an influx of construction workers for the Arcata
Freeway.
. David R. McMurray, associate
director of housing
, ob-

As a househunter
rather than
reporter, My roommate and I
clean,
searched “we

ong.
:
Of the 30 ads, 6 were frustr
notes: One bedroom, fu

;

He estimates turning down
around 300 dorm applications in
the last few weeks, but added that
many of these students went on to
find off campus housing.
He said he encourages students
who cannot find housing to check
with the dorms after school has
started.
Those students who are not
safely settled in the dorms or off

;

A rent of $150 or more eliminated another 10 ads, and a distance farther south than Eureka
or further north than McKin-

leyville cancelled another six.
Only two Arcata
's were

on

Samoa Blvd. ($145 and up,) and
the Colony Inn.
However,
calls to each revealed

that both are ads

campus are in for a hard hunt.

re

ed in the

MATTHEWS

ART SHOP
Big Discounts on

Drafting Supplies,

0

Rapidograph Pens

got a lot of response,

apartment, we finally canted the
owner, a grey-haired woman who
smiled and shook her head.
“It’s been rented,”’ she said.
‘Are you students? So many have
come by and I’ve had to disapt them.”
She said she was sorry -- ‘‘I
would have liked to rent this to
you,’ and recommended checking the apartments across the

The bedroom was in a similar
state, and the window frame,

**Yes,”’

and Sets, Oils, Acrylics
and Water Colors

“Do you work?”

(most of the window was gone)

“No.”’

‘Well, are you sure you can pay
your rent?” she snapped.

‘“That’s no problem.”

“Well give me your number and

Also special prices on framing.
>

530 F St., Eureka

GOTTA

a

pile

of

rotting

The woman said she expected to
have the place rented within three

days.

vacancy,” she said.
Her manner made her seem a

listings, with the exception of two

This visit ended the classified

not wait for her call.

apartments offered through a
realtor. (The following day’s listings showed one to be rented).

more heartwarning.

the listings at the Jolly Giant

Another phone call proved
equally fruitless, but was at least

442-6150

overlooked
boards.

I’ll call within the hour if there’s a

| disagreeable landlady, and we did

‘

can’

even count the number of people
on this one.”
Aresident of Eureka since 1953,
she said she has never seen so
many students around before.
She also said there was
a possibility of vacancies at any time and
promised to call if one came up.
Following another ad, we went
to the Budget Motel at 7th and 101
in Eureka.
Over the phone, a woman toldus
she had a one bedroom apartment.
These were rented by Hank
“It’s an older room and kind of
Pierson who could not be reached
dirty, but you can have it for
either at home or the office.
- “§till undaunted, we made a . $135,” she said.
Older and dirty only start the
telephone check of the remaining
description
of this moldy,
smelly
classified ads.
little ‘‘apartment.”’
Since it was Sunday, those
The uncarpeted floors were
placed through realtors yielded
no response and listings from pri- chipping up and covered with a
pnt greasy grime in many
vate owners or apartment manaplaces.
gers usually resulted in negative
The dark blue windowless batanswers.
hroom
was ‘‘decorated’’ with
One woman had a possible vacancy, but her sharp tone of voice cobwebs and adorned with a onetime white bathtub almost four
was not too enthralling.
feet long.
“Are you a student?”

"Tae aeee - s3 by by th the

$140.

listed: The Far West

The woman on the phone said
her apartment had been rented
two days previously.
“]’ve had so many calls on it,”
she sighed. ‘‘I had one apartment
listed : a ago ag tg
os

owner’s contract and neither had
any vacancies.
Out of the Arcata area ads were
more prevalent.
- One showed a _ promising
apartment for $140, but no phone

hunting
was
a thorough studyof the Sept. 8
Times-Standard
classified secwhich really didn’t take too

served that housing is ‘‘much
more severe.”’

(they have since been moved in-

side) and arranged by category:

DOLLAR?

The next move was a check of

in The Redwood Empire

Audio Literature would like to introduce you to
Sherlock Holmes in “The Adventure of the Speckled Band.” Audio Literature produces unaltered

and unabridged books, short stories and poetry on

trailers, share-a-room,
ts.
and
card shows how many
A
rooms available, the price,
whether utilities are paid and
other useful information.
There were quite a few listings
for trailers and room-sharings,
but noticibly less for apartments
and houses.
A crowd 0!
le stood around
David McMurthe window,
ray observed that there was a
constant crowd of about ten people at least eight hours a day.
's gave us no leads,
These |
back a week later
but a check
showed ae 7 eae,
e quantity was
persons,
depleted and many of the cards
were new.
we
Failing with the —.

the ernnochc ry =

low
re

i.
pages
Calls in Arcata to the Tivoli
Gardens, Pacific Apartments,
Westwood Gardens and others
went something like this:
a you have any vacancies?”
ct)

lo.”

“Do you think you might have
some soon?”
““No.”’

“Do you know of any around?”’
“No.”

a

With local apartments out of the
picture, we turned to motel listings.
The Sea Breeze and Triangle |
Motels in Eureka had no vacancies for students, but were expecting some about the time classes

started.
Sea

View

Motel

in

McKin-

leyville not only rented to students, but had a vacancy.

Looking it over ,.we were totally

shocked

to find a reasonably

priced clean place, and after a
straight 6% hour search, we had a
home.
Students who start househunting later than we did (three

weeks prior to classes) will find
the going even rougher as housing

space depletes every day.
Unfortunately, there is no solid
advice for the househunter. David
MacMurray said most people who
come by the Jolly Giant listings
every day finda place eventually.
Other tips we came up with include:
-Check all possible listings like
the Times-Standard Classified,
the Arcata Union classifieds, the
Jolly Giant Commons, billeting
boards on campus (in Founder’s
and the Business Administration
Building), and local stores such as

Plaza Gourmet and the Food Co-

easy-to-use cassettes so that you may now hear

what you don’t have time to read. Some of our
current selections are: “The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner (Coleridge); “Anderson’s Fairy Tales”
(Anderson); “Call of the Wild,” (London); “Barrack Room Ballads” (Kipling); “Grimm's Fairy
Tales” (Grimm); “An Occurrence at Owl Creek
Bridge” (Bierce) and more! Just fill in your name

é
tata Ata

and address, bring it in to one of the dealers and

"Major Borest Center”

pick up your copy of “The Adventure of the
Speckled Band” for the introductory price of only
$1.

Chamber Pr Comme
Home of Humboldt State College

-Access to a phone and transrtation are almost mandatory.
t’s best to phone and see if the
offer is still available. (Many are

rented even before their notice

appears), and it’s not safe to rent
a place without first seeing it.
Having a number to leave with
people can prove fruitful, soutilizin the area is a great
~ ing a frie
help.
-Apartments often get unexpected last minute vacancies, so
keep checking complexes and
leave a phone number.
squeezed a friend into Mai

Name

CRN

i

Segele Stereo

Address

that way.
-Check motels in the area. Man
rent to tourists right up throug
.the start of school and then derive
a winter support from students.
House hunting is hard work. It
takes a lot of time, energy, and
more importantly, it seems, good

'

AUDIO

Literature

“|

We
Kai

+e &
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Architect Marvin

Trump

spoke

last

ene

f&e-SS

@*

Thursday at unveiling ceremonies for
the library addition. Trump,
who
designed the addition scheduled for
completion in two years, said it should
triple the present size of the library.

re

&

the natural

lifestyle

@2@eax<s

"i.

deserves

.the supernatural shoe
INGTE FOOTWEAR

“tomorrow's fashions tedey”
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Wevegotaplan _
to make your banking easier.
a

PS ume o

“BVORR

MAD

ee

|

wt?

The College Pian’

© .:*

What we've got is a very

avoid bounced checks, by covering
all your checks up to.a prearranged limit.

special package of services
designed specifically for college students. We call it the |
College Plan, and here’s what /

makes it so special:
The
College
Plan
Checking Account.

Educational Loans. Details on
Studyplan® and Federally In~~ sured loans are available from
any of our Student Loan
y%,
Offices.
fr
avings Accounts. All
our plans provide easy
ways to save up for holi-

{
“{

First you get completely
unlimited checkwriting for

2Ooo~?

just $1 a month. (Free during

days and vacations.

June, July and August.) You get
.
monthly statements. And the account A
stays open through the summer even AA
with a zero balance, so you don't /
have to close it in June, reopen it in

the fall.
Personalized

College

Plan

‘ff
or

other style checks fora little more.

OF AMERICA

NT&SA

MEMBER

FDIC

help with your banking problems.
Usually students or recent gradu- .

ates themselves, our Reps are located
at all our major college offices and are

easyto talk with.

om

Next, if you're a qualified student of™

sophomore standing or higher, you can also get
BankAmericard. Use it for tuition at state universities, for
check cashing identification and everyday purchases. Conservative credit limits help you start building a good credit
history.
Overdraft Protection. This part of the package helps you
BANK

lege Plan gives you individual

Checks

are included at a very low cost. Scenic

BankAmericard?

Student Representatives. Finally, the Col-

m4

Now that you know what's included, why

not drop by one of our college offices, meet your Student

Rep, and get in our College Plan. It'll make your bankinga
lot easier.
Depend on us. More California college
students do.
BAN

K

OF AM

ERICA

|

Old yearbooks trace HSU history
econ

Kratzer
in the lives of
ae students 7
Humbo

that
of
tenredise
that oethe pirit
spirit
of thethe
campus hasn’t changed much.

Seafood

But seeing the campus asoy
saw it is something else again
The oldest buildings on c ampus
are the old administration build-

Restaurant

ing,

the

College

Elementary

TYPEWRITER REPAIR

On Humboldt. Bay

~all work guaranteed
-pick up & delivery
' 1.1 operate on a personal basis

RETA SEAFOOD COUNTER

CHEAP!

442-2337

Julie’s
Florist

Red Wing, West Coast, Buffalo,
Justin, Acme, Santa Rosa, Denner.

Plaza Shoe Shop
774 9th St., 822-1125
bp 2

ON

THE

1115

Sede otetetesee

Cis

the E
The Wildlife

: DOWNTOWN

EUREKA
410 F St.

e

Coop

building.
building was con-

It was called the ‘‘Coop’’ and is
described in the 1950 yearbook
this way: ‘Everything happensin
the ‘Coop’--spontaneous combustion reigns.
We have seen unrehears
jitterbugging, rousing
rallies, initiations and practical
jokes, jazz sessions, and intellectual discussions. Half the college
business is conducted in the

eae

see

eeecetetets

union had stood.

“new” library has since become

=

"SOUND CENTER OF THE NORTH COAST”

‘Coop,’

Grand Opening of the

The Mafine Lab in Trinidad
* went up in 1966. The Child Development Lab was constructed
in 1967.
Jolly Giant
In 1969 the Jolly Giant complex

=

Stereo Systems on Special
Components by:
Sansui - Pioneer -

Teac - plus many more.

Records and Tapes at.Low, Low Prices.
All $6.98 List Beatle Albums $3.99

Federal 8-track player for the home

with

AM

& FM Stereo

ORIOLE ORIEL

and 2 speakers.

“building

apply:

at both stores

$99.95

EASE SEEPS
LESS ELLE EEL EET ELEPELEPLLLEEESESEEPEELEELEEESEEEASELEEELSES

(1973)

(1972),
and

Gym

down in 1971.

ak

Cyprus
the Women’s

Hall
Gym

(1973). The original Women’s

::

%:

Dual - Garrard -

$29.95

built are the Natural Resources

etereretes
iaasenaiianeseiesatiabiiatl Wededetedetecetetecececetetecetesetecetececeeatatstatstattareter

Sony - ESS -

Moterela 8-track car player

and Art-Music complex were

: built. The Art-Music complex oc“= cupies the land where the tennis
‘courts once were. “B”’ street used
“= to continue on past the old tennis
%; courts up to the Nelson Hall area.
The most recent buildings to be

%

Marantz - JBL -

$1.83

meeting

the Bio-Science buildings.

Check our Super Specials in all Departments.

Prices

a community

ground for faculty and students.”
The present corporation yard
was built in 1964. Formerly it had
occupied the small west wing of

New SEQUOIA STEREO Eureka Location

Maxell C-90 low noisecassette

Bcc

822

iis

eRe
0-070" 6-9-6-0.
s®
tstesoeosseosoaeaeanstseseeaeaeaeeeananatatatateretataratatatat

SRessaesBorsesesesececeasasasazazassececeneatenatatatstetsteteten
Barateets

ARCATA

G St.

roe eopees
08 ete Soteses

% Perera Merete % . . 2 erect arecotetet

PLAZA

ae te

POSSESS REPT

eatatenetecateeeces I

942

structedin 1955, ae?
ae
and the Music building in 1957
led Founders Hall, the old adThe Music building has since beministration building was built in
come the Home Economics
facil1922. It was renamed when the
ity.
present administration building
The field house and die
was built in 1959.
pool went up in 1959. Redwood
Building renamed
Sunset Halls were also built in
The
College
Elementary
1959, located on the site of the old
School, or CES, was built for
HSC game
s.- The re
Humboldt student teachers. In
Redwood Hall had been a wooden
1970, when it became a college
barracks for men, and was lofacili , it was renamed after Arcated near the site of the Biothur S. Gist, who resigned as
Science buildings.
president of the college in 1950.
store
Nelson Hall was built in 1940 and
In 1960, when enrollment hit
was the only permanent dormit- .
2 = the Health Center and camory on a state college campus at
s bookstore cafeteria were
the time: It housed women in the
uilt,
The old bookstore was rewest — and men in the east
placed with the present student
ing
until 1968, when it became
union and bookstore in 1972. eer union and was used for
The er
Arts complex
academic
purposes.
was also
built in 1960.
Many
After World War II, Humboldt
houses were removed in the proVillage was created. It was made
cess of HSU’s expansion. A
up of former defense housing and
former resident of one of these
was used by veterans and their
houses is Mrs. Bev Allen, wife of
families. The buildings were reGeorge Allen, fisheries professor.
placed by the trailers in 1969.
She recalls sleeping on the back
Jenkins Hall
porch
of their home (which was
The next permanent facility
near Sequoia Theater) and ‘‘havwas Jenkins Hall, built in 1950,
ing to remember to pull up the
when HSU had an enrollment of
sheets in the morning because
some 650. It was named after R.H.
students were going by on their
“Pop” Jenkins, an industrial arts
ag to class.”
teacher.
he
Forestry,
EducationIn 1953, three major facilities
eer
Library
buildings
were completed: the Biological
were built in 1962. The library was
Science building, the new library,
built where the original student
and the science building. The

School and Nelson Hall. Now cal-

was built in 1930 and torn

The spirit of the campus has

been well captured in the yeerbooks, which reside in the libra. 7

basement. Should you ever co.
to spend an afternoon in nostalgia,
it is advised that you seek out the
Humboldt County Archives and
see what life was like back then.
You never know what (or who)
you'll see.

Forms available
for insurance
Student health insurance is av-

ailable now through October Billie Dean, clerical asst. at the
“—
Center announced last

week,

The accident and health insurance plan includes 24 hour coverage and costs $34 a year.

School

offers

by Emily Kratzner

Remember the days when you
didn’t have to hassle with choos-

ing classes? Remember how the
teacher said, ‘‘Now class, we will
study our spelling”
and you did?
They don’t do it that way at
Equinox.
EQUINOX

IS a

private school

located at the south end of Union
Street in Arcata. The school was
located at D and 11th Streets until
last February, when the building
on Union was finished enough for
use. It is still being finished as
time, energy and money allow,
according to teacher Larry Fine.
Equinox was started four years
ago with an enrollment of 30 students. Now there are 50. The ages
of students range from 5 to 13
years old, but next year the range
will be from 7 to 11; older students
to public

junior

high

will 6°
school.
Students attending Equinox are

alternative

for the care of the building and
surrounding land.
“There is a lot of parent involvement, though it never seems
like enough. But we do have more
than in publicschools,”’ Fine said.
CLASSES ARE offered by‘the
five ae

faculty members

and
students choose which classes
they will take and when.
are
responsible for covering all required areas. Teachers help the
child progress on his or her own
level.
student has acontract
which schedules the time they will
work and sets the pace at which
they will cover the subject.

Although teachers are in full
charge of the curriculum, they
meet with a committee

of four

sets of parents to decide cur-

riculum. The decisions are then
taken to the monthly parent meet-

ings.

Union Town Square

primarily from the ArcataEureka area. There is no grading
system at Equinox. Students and
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Unique Cards, Gifts & Decor

‘The parents are really good,

they put a lot of trust in us,’’ said
teacher Olga Collins.
4

“THE CURRICULUM is undergoing change,” Finesaid.‘‘We .
use some state texts but there’s a
lot of independent reading. It’s
hard to get our heads together and
eg what the hell we want to

‘ SW

F

‘“‘We’ve gotten more and more
into better materials and understanding them,’’ Collins said.
“We're getting into what we’re
teaching. We’re becoming better
prepared -- we have a better idea
of what we're doing.”’
:
Equinox is not part of HSU’s
student teacher training. It was
tried once but students involved
weren’t given credit for their

:

©

Ze

a

iM

i

work.

Arcata

822-1516

their parents meet with a teacher

three times a year to talk about
the student's progress. Basic subjects are covered near the
student’s grade level.
“WE TRY to give kids an opportunity for things they don’t have in
blic school,’’ said Fine. These
things include music, drama,
photography and dancing and are
taught with the help of volunteers
and often parents.
Parent involvement in the running of the school is a fundamental Equinox feature. Parents help
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Important Notice to All Students
STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE NOW AVAILABLE

Your Accident & Health Insurance Plan Is

Again

Open

For

Enrollment

FULL YEAR COVERAGE
ONLY

$34

SEMI-ANNUAL $17.00

DEADLINE DATE: October 31-For Fall
24 Hour Coverage
Hospital - Medical - Surgical

Application Blanks, Brochures
Available at Your

STUDENT
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CENTER
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TAPES & RECORDS

BONNIE RAITT Street Lights

musicians harmonized and singers, a
‘juggler and belly dancers provided
entertainment on stage in the center of
the Arcata Plaza.

their wares at booths while wandering

(with

Allman Bros.)

Everything Cheap!

NOW IN STOCK
|ANOTHER ROADSIDE
Tom Robbins $1.50
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CLOTHING

WAMPETERS. FOMA & GRANFALLOONS
‘Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. $8.95

JOYS AND SORROWS
Pablo Casals $3.95
IMOGEN!

Imogen Cunningham $7.95
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‘Arc.

R.J. Browning $24.95

MEXICAN FOOD

Recycled Denims

$425

Flannel Shirts
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See
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cord & denim Sportcoat

$1198

Ale Corte Dinners
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Special Fiesta Cocktail Hour: 4-6 p.m. everyday
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Clowns contributed to the atmosphere
at Arcata’s first North County Fair last
Sunday. Businesses and students sold

We're on our own and we've grown!

a

Mayor of Arcata
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ASB president

Arcata looks forward to_

Student involvement urged | excellent year ahead
write and lobby for legislation
and
allocate money, but it also provided services.
These ‘‘services”
provide that needed outlet to the
student
to help break the
students
load (or boredom).

Welconie
to Humboldt!

You can find activities of the
traditional
nature such as
fraternities,
and clubs.

stamp? I was still trying to find
dorm room! .

t was to my cynical surprise
that I found that my student govhow it was to
ernment
spend a quarter million dollar
budget; that my student governstudents to adment appointed
millthe o
minister monies well int
ions of dollars category; that
through my A.S. president, legislation could be drafted on a
state-wide basis as my

student

lobbyist.

But you can also get into such
nonhial activities as the
Public
Interest Research Grou
(PIRG). This or;
tion, orig
nally estab
by Ralph Nader
in the East, is a consumer
advocate-watchdog group that
investigates issues ranging
from
wild rivers to food price
indexing.
After compiling data, it is dissipated into the community. Since
PIRG is only in its first year, it
needs all the help it can get, since
the demand for its services are
high, while its availability remains limited.
Another area you might want to

Prior to arriving at HSU, I was

accustomed to a somewhat different picture of student government. I later found out that not
only did the student government _

find out more about is the Youth
Educational Services (YES).
YES currently has projects rang- a- grandparentto
ing from adopt

the crisis line - “CONTACT.”
¢ volunteer orYES is the
boldt County
ganization in
and to say it provides just services
is a gross understatement.
Your first year at HSU will be
one of reflections. (‘‘Maybe I
joined the Army???)
haveuld
sho
ent
you to
will cause
The environm
gh pacndarge
pr ky
prong
, of course, if
cial life:
you are from out of the area. But
give Humboldt and your student
to show you
a chance ent
overnm
— you’ do
“sides of the coin
know it occasionally rains here.
(If you do, it will be a very good
year.)
One last point: This week you
should have the opportunity to register to vote. Know your new address so you can register in Humboldt County. Then go out and research the issues. The county
needs more informed voters, it already

has

enough

pre-formed

votes.
Good Year!!!!
Richard J. Ramirez
A.S. President

2nd district assemblyman

I welcome both returning students and new students to Arcata.
Wean
an excellent
year in
yt of
setback to our last
itch efforts to stop the freeway.
To catch you up on what is happening. in May, 1974, Roger
rey joined the staff as the new
city manager. All of the members
of the city council feel that he is
doing an excellent job and has
poh or a lot of innovative, sound
administration practices and
good ideas
to the city. Last month,
Wayne Goldberg arrived as
Arcata’s first city planner. His
first major assignment is to
vise the General Plan with input
from a 21 member advisory citizens committee representing all
elements of the city.

The
first and

on the Bike Plan.
on the
Council meets
Wednesday of each

study

month with various

sessionsin between.
meets on the f
Commission

Wednesday and the Parks and

Recreation

Commission meets on

the second Wednesday. Citizen
o, tion is always welcomed
meetings.
at
I hope that you will enjoy living
and going to school in Arcata this
city,
year. Remember this is
we can serve you best if you give
we
us the input and involvement
need to make good decisions.
ieee
re
re oe
0
can be of any help to you, please
feel free to call me at home or at
the Arcata City Hall.

Current issues before the City

aINGiIC

Council are: the wastewater
treatment plant for Arcata and
Eureka, the Bi-centennial committee being headed by Councilman Wesley Chesbro and the final

CALL SHATS 30)

QIROR”

Show starts at
pp
Nideeaennin

Changes in state predicted
I believe that this will be a significantly different session with

an unusually expectant new
mood, because California will
have a new Governor.
Any new Chief Executive in
“the corner office,” as legislators
refer to the Governor’s Office,
creates a new sense of direction. I
believe that a principal new direction will be toward improving
California’s
m of education.
From kindergarten through
“post secondary’’ (i.e. college)
level, I believe the general
ty
and pace of progress in education
is threatened. This problem is
particularly acute in higher education.
California once had the best
higher education system in the
country. Today we spend less per
student than the national average.
School support has dropped,
while the cost for students has increased.
,
Costs have been gradually
shifted to the individual student
through
increased
student
es.
Ihope the new Governor and the
new legislative session (includin
20 new Assembly members! )
take full advantage of this ‘‘new
mood’’ we can expect in Sacramento. This means taking a
fresh look at our education budget
priorities to make best use of the

rolling back increased student
charges, so that access to higher
education is restricted only by desire and ability, not by
ability to
y.

:

I am particularly hopeful that a
new administration in Sacramento will mean improved
chances for success for my own
legislative program in education.
For example, my AB 1290, vocational education for handicapped
community college students had
been vetoed by the.current Governor. On the positive side, I was
happy that my AB 2566, appropriating funds for the Center for
Community Development at
Humboldt State, was signed (via
the budget). The final outcome for
my AB 4509 to immediately

re-

quire all student body organizations at the California State Universities and Colleges and community colleges, to conduct open
meetings, is uncertain. It is on the

Governor’s desk. ~
This bill is an attempt to include
student government organizations under the Brown Act of 1953,

the budget is being decided. However, this has sometimes been the
case at Humboldt State and other
state colleges and universities.
I should note that this legislation resulted from complaints by
Harry C. Gilbert, news

director of

radio station KHSU and Linda
Fjeldsted, Editor of the Humboldt
State Lumberjack, both located
on the Humboldt State University

campus.
A major area of increased costs
is health care. I am pleased to
have been recent!y appointed to
the chairmanship of the Assembly
Health Committee, and I hope to
be able to use this position to the
advantage of the health care consumer.
There are a number of ways
that the state government can intervene to help hold health costs
down. I am certain that legislative action on that front, hopefully
with support of a new Governor
might, for example, result: in reducing the costs of health insurance (including student health
plans).
1 am looking forward to the new
legislative session with hopeful

anticipation. In early October, I
will be on the Humboldt State
campus. At that time, I hope to
authorities must hold open meet- have the opportunity to hear your
direcings. Later the Act was expanded views about what our ‘‘new
;
to include most state
agencies and tions’”’ should be.
Here’s to a successful 1975 for
meetings of the U.C.
Regents.
I donot believe students
on state all of us!
Barry Keene
campuses should be barred from
State Assemblyman
meetings of the student council in.
which held that all local legislative bodies including cities, counties, school districts and housing
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current state budget surplus in
excess of $200 million. It means

Around the time of your fall
quarter final exams, the California Legislature will be convening
for the start of the 1975-76 session.
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YES operates legal referral, crisis line services for campus and community
rape victims.
The team is com- . ing in remedial reading

by Linda Fjeldsted

Editor
Need legal counseling?

Youth Educational Services
(YES), an on-campus service organization, can’t give you any.
But they can tell you where to go

to get it.

According to Executive Director Ginger Gretchen, the legal inormation and referral program
ated by YES is expected to
deal mainly with tenant-landlord
relationship hassles, although it
can assist students with all types
of legal problems.
‘‘We do not offer any legal counseling,’’ Gretchen said in an interview two weeks ago. ‘‘We
mainly
want to be a clearing

house for students who are having
legal problems and refer them to
the proper agency.”

Legal referral is only one of 13
service programs
YES this year.

operated

by

The YES office is located behind the library in House 57. It’s
basement serves as recycling
center for newspapers, aluminum
cans and glass. The recycling
center is open from 3 p.m. to 5

p.m. Monday through
Friday.
A third service offered by YES

is the community calendar which

lists all of the events in Arcata and
on campus. The calendar is free
and can be obtained at the University Center, the YES office or
at several locations in town.

For anyone needing information, immediate help in an
emergency, or just someone to

talk to, YES sponsors Contact
(826-4400), a 24-hour rap line
manned by students. Last year
Contact received over 6,000 calls,

Help is offered by Ginger Gretchen and Bruce Siggson, sitting at the steps of the Youth Educational
Services (YES) office in House 57 on Preston Dr. YES
provides legal counseling as well as emergency
services for students.

posed of students who have received training through the HSU
counse:
center.
YES also sponsors several
community programs, including

a tutorial service for elementary
and junior high school students.
Volunteers work two nights a
week on a one-to-one basis with
underachievers or slow learners
at various community centers in

Humboldt County.
Student volunteers can receive
units in sociology by working with
the Adopt-a-Grandparent program. ‘‘We help elderly people who
are physically and mentally unable to get around on their own,”’

Gretchen said. In the past, volunteers worked only on a one-to-one
basis

with

the

aged

in their

homes, but this year, Gretchen
said, they will also be working at
nursing homes.

Units can aiso be obtained in the
day camp ne, oe where volunteers spend
afternoons with low

income junior high and elementary school students.

About 80

children participate in the day
camp,

which offers Wednesday

afternoon nutrition classes, Friday field trips and craft and re-

and
mathematics. ‘‘We will emphasize the simple use of math in
everyday life, like checkbooks
pol phone numbers,” Gretchen
Project alan

their own programs. Last year
Project Respond helped coordinate car pools for students
and staff.
“We're always open to new

programs if

le feel that their

needs aren’t being
met on campus.” Gretchen said.
She became Executive Director
in June of 1971 and now works full
time at YES while taking
.

courses in sociology.

S employes 25 work-stud
students, and last year there ware
about 350 volunteers. Gretchen,

who graduated from HSU in 1971

with a bachelor’s degree in sociol-

ogy, was one of the original volunteers in 1967.
_—
YES program expenses are

paid by Associated Student Body
(ASB) funds. Gretchen’s salary is

paid by the state. YES

creation sessions.
Anew service to begin this year

is the Health Education Rap
Team (HERT) in which students
who are knowledgeable in a particular area of health, such as venereal disease or drug abuse,
speak to various high school classes in the area.
This year YES will also be
operating a basic skills center in
Arcata for adults who need train-

were crisis calls.
Contact also assists in coordinating rides for persons going
out of town.
This year Contact will also conduct a ‘‘mobile rape team” on
campus to provide counseling for

rete!
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THE1062 OLD
SOUP HOUSE
G St. Arcata 822-8962 Take-Out

Visit our annual

Sept. 23 through Oct. 3

822-8311

Contact The Lumberjack 826-3271.

WELCOME
HSU STUDENTS!

of our Arcata Office

One

1034 G St. ARCATA

inexpensive.:

4

is also

aided by donations from various
community members,

Gretchen said. Sixty-five of them

CLASSIFIED

is a special.

service
to help HSU students start

iy

Smells Home-made! Leslee Home-made! Tastes Home-made!

Also Featuring - Salad & Vegetarian Sandwiches

Sun. - Thurs. 11-8 - Fri. 11-6- Closed Saturdays |
This is Home-made at its Best!! _
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Cluster program proves demanding

Ed. Note: Since the writing of
this story Andy Karoly has

replaced

C. Ronald

Ros as a

Cluster director and Peter
Coyne is now head of Interdisciplinary Studies.
by Emily Kratzer

THE CLUSTER Program, designed to

be a more

ble form of general

education,
is a question in the minds of

students.
Cluster was conceived in 1970 and
in the fall quarterof 1971.
=
e of its intended ae — jo nite
year
arotation of campus fa
regular
the
with
contact
students
give
campus. However, after the first ad of
the program, most of the original faculty
left, their curiosity satisfied about how a.
most

flexible program would work. They also

found that they couldn’t keepup with their
discipline.
Since that first year, it has been getting
more and more meaeasee for the Cluster

Program to attract professors.

THE main concern of professors who
“might like to teach in cluster is tenure.
Because professors teach out of their discipline, some students become more critand givea
as a
icalof the professor
lower general evaluation for that teacher
than if the teacher had been evaluated
while teaching in his or her discipline on
campus.
Economics Prof. Robert E. Dickerson,
former chairman of the Division of Interdisciplinary Studies, spoke about this
problem last quarter.
“There has been a change from the first
two years,”’ he said. “‘We need to get
policies so organized that faculty who go
to cluster are credited for the work they
do in the program.”’ A report by program
leaders in the division was submitted to
the vice president for academic affairs
regarding this last June.
THE Division of Interdisciplinary
Studies was set up with the creation of

Cluster. Since then it has grown to encompass areas in women’s studies, ethnic
studies, native American studies and a
new area, religious studies.

.

“With the approval of Cluster as a program this office was set up to give Cluster,
and other programs that have developed,
an administrative home,’’ Dickerson

said. He left the chairmanship
as part of
the rotation concept.
Commenting on his teaching experience in Cluster, physics Prof. Patrick T.
Tam said he came to the program last
year because he liked what was being
done there.
‘‘I had a chance to teach Chinese
philosophy and run a
personal growth
group as well as teach
physics.
I have no
regrets, it was highly rewarding. But it
hasn’t been all easy.”
PROBLEMS which he pointed out were.
“the headache and hassle of town hall and
faculty meetings,’’ and the fact that the
concept of Cluster is so simple that it
doesn’t work well.
“Some students confuse ‘free’ education as ‘no work.’ Students being plain
lazy is very frustrating. But some students are very impressive,” he said. ‘“‘The
program has good possibilities, but is
very uncertain. I’m not as optimistic as at
first, however, it will achieve its objectives if there is energy and dedication
from both students and faculty.”
The Cluster Program is an alternative
to fulfillment of general education in reg-

and regular writing (mainly keeping a

journal), attend seminars and
meetings.

group

Other activities include re-

treats and field trips.
Each student has a faculty adviser. The
student is to keep in contact with the adviser so that he or she can be evaluated
better at the end of the quarter.

Cluster is not a program of independent
study, though it
allow for individual
study projects. Students must give some
evidence of critical thinking in the area of
endeavor. There is emphasis on participation in the groups, and the community
atmosphere is a major Cluster feature.
Last year marked the beginning of the
‘second’ year program. Second year students are allowed to-take four, eight,
twelve or sixteen units, which allows
them to take classes on campus which
satisfy major prerequisites while completing the general education program.

SOME students drop out of the program
after the first or second quarter of the
second year because they have completed
the 70 - unit general education requirement, or don’t mind completing remain-

new

and was founded as an alternative to a more rigid general education
egg fire from
~ ‘program, it hasPag
many sources.
t
, the department chairmen of the School of Creative
Arts and Humanities sent a. memorandum to the vice president for academic
affairs asking if Cluster was still the viable alternative which it was set up to be,
- considering the recent changes in general
education.
IT was the first time that one academic
area had
questioned another so formally,
and distu
many members of the Cluster Program.

C. Ronald Ross, Cluster directors, sent
a memorandum to Curriculum Committee Chairman Whitney W. Buck, stating,
‘The undertaking of a different ap;
to anything is somewhat audacious and at
least risky. We have had and will have our
problems and I don’t want to give any
impression that I feel that ISCP (Integrative Studies Curricular Program) should

be excused
only asking
parison to
comparison
Ronald R.

ular classes. First-year students enroll

for 16 units given each quarter on a
credit-no credit basis. There are no
exams or.grades.
STUDENTS are required to do reading

more beneficial to which student?

units in classes.
ause Cluster is a relatively

from critical review. I am
that ... we be judged in comactual alternatives, not in
to perfection.”
Young, dean of the School of

Creative Arts and Humanities, said, ‘The

ena
chairmen’s concern is
chiefly
that other G.E. programs are accessible -- they can go to the vice president and evaluate the programs. We don’t
have this for Cluster -- we have outdated
information. A program like that does
move. Cluster was regularized with a different outlook than now exists.’’
ONE major question raised by the
memorandum
was about the low
student-faculty ratio in Cluster. One
reason for it is the lack of science faculty
and labs available to the program. Because of this, few majors outside the liberal arts field stay in the program:

Therefore, Cluster tends to draw students from the School of Creative Arts
and Humanities. This creates an unbalanced educational system, and the department chairmen felt the Cluster program was gaining students at their expense. This was a oe,
strained
situation in view of declining freshman
enrollment.
“The intent of the memo was to find out
what Cluster is doing and what justifications there are for Cluster being more
costly.
One question is, which program is

We

should do a better job of advising students
of which program
to go into -- Cluster has
really screwed some; but so has the regu‘lar campus,” said Dean Young.
SEVERAL professors had concepts of
oe
is or becomes the
Cluster s'
Beit
:
Dean Young said, ‘‘I think the student
of Cluster has changéd. The early

student hody tended to be of students

reacting to everything. They were iconoclastic ~ it was their general life style. But
the whole campus has changed and thus
Cluster too.”

Andy Karoly, oa
of psychology
Cluster faculty member,
and an original
said, ‘‘Cluster students tend to be of several types. Some have had open classrooms in high school and want to go on;
some are disenchanted and think it’s an
answer -- they don’t want to quit, but have
no place to go; some really get into the
educational —. re eer =.
Because
pa
na
0!
the program, selene: are constantly discussing the program in its various forms
as it was planned to be, what it really is,
and how to connect the two.
MANY whocontinue
in the program are
dissatisfied with.it. They are often the
ones who come up with a viable form for
each new
quarter of instruction.
Part of the inherent innovativeness of
the program is the inventiveness of its
students. It is they who determine which
area of b ageage education to cover next,
how to do it, and often suggest reading
material. Faculty members are viewed
as resource persons.
Both students and faculty spend half
their time in Cluster in a state of frustration, as evidenced by Tam’sremarks. Yet

most agree that the Cluster program is
relevant and that they wish te see the
program continue.
THIS feeling was reflected among faculty, in and out of cluster, interviewed

for this article. Robert L. Brant, chairman of the English department, said,
‘When people are given freedom they do
much better. When they’re on their own,

me can do astonishing things.”
is is the purpose of cluster. But getting there is a long process, which like all

processes, takes time. It is defended by
most Cluster students who believe that
traditional classroom education can be
effectively fulfilled in open learning situations. And they want the chance to try.

Special health services offered for women
by Kathryn Houser

JoAnn Thomas woke up this morning with severe
menstrual cramps. If JoAnn knew where to go for help,
she may not have spent her entire morning in bed feeling miserable.
But JoAnn is a new HSU student and unaware of the
medical services to her and other HSU women.
The Student Health Center on campus and the Open
Door Clinic, 1000 H St., Arcata, are two places JoAnn

could go for information and treatment.
DURING an interview last quarter, Sandy Jarvis, a
registered nurse at the Health center, explained a special service for women.

‘Bev Griffith and I run a Pap smear clinic on Tuesday
and Wednesday of each week,”’ Jarvis said. ‘The clinic
includes a Pap smear, breast examination, birth control counseling and prescriptions.

“This is the only special program we offer for
women,” she said. The service is available to HUS
women by appointment and there is a fee of $5.
THE Open Door Clinic offers a smiliar program for
any woman in the community. The Pap smear includes
4a blood test, blood pressure measurement and
urinalysis.

A Pap smear is $5 (Medical patients are accepted),
Linda Wunner, a general medical worker at the Clinic
said two weeks ago.
A Pap smear checks for cancer of the reproductive
female organs (except the ovary). It is a painless examination.

HE blood sample is analyzed for veneral disease and
t! > urinalysis checks for diabetes.

Both the Health Center and the Open Door Clinic will
give a woman one month’s supply of birth control pills.

‘After the Pap clinic we will give a woman a onemonth free sample of pills,”’ Jarvis said, ‘‘then we give
= a 12-month prescription to get them somewhere
else.”’
THE story at the Open Door Clinic is the same. And

the clinic has other services by and for women.
Wunner said there is a women’s health clinic Mondays from noon to 3 p.m. An appointment must be made
a week in advance.
“This is the time women can come in for annual examinations, health problems or to talk about birth control,’’ Marty Burdette, another clinic worker, said in an
interview last quarter.
ONLY 12 women are seen during the health clinic
hours, but pregnancy counseling is available Monday,

Tuesday and Wednesday. No appointment is necessary,
Wunner said, but there is a $2 fee (or Medical).
Pregnancy counseling is also available at the HSU
Student Health Center on a one-to-one basis, Jarvis
said. Appointments may be set up.
“Ifa woman

just wants a pregnancy test, she can

bring in a urine speciment 40 days after her last period
and have the results in two hours,”’ Jarvis.
VAGINAL infections are treated by both the Health
Center and the Open Door Clinic.
“If

a woman thinks she has a vaginal infection, she

can come to the walk-in clinic and have a vaginal examination,” Jarvis said. The walk-in clinic (Health
Center) is for minor health problems that don’t require
a oe
to déal with. No appointment is necessary.
(See

Headley’s Health Hints).

The Student Health Center has four male.doctors and
five female nurses on its staff. Brudette, a former patient at the center, said she ‘‘could not relate to the men

doctors there.”’ She feels this is why many female stu—

cal

ae

help.

HSU come to the Open Door Clinic for medi-

“THERE are no men involved in women’s health services here,” she said. ‘‘A man could never know what a
woman feels.”
Jarvis, who has worked at the Health Center for six
years, said she has noticed that women prefer to be
examined and counseled by women.

‘There have been problems with women patients relating to men doctors, but I feel the situation has improved in the last year or so.
‘When Dr. Judy Schwedes was with us, there was
nothing but positive feedback from the female patients,” Jarvis said.
SCHWEDES, who worked at both the Student Health
_ Center andthe Open Door Clinic, left last May to goback
to school.
“She wants to be a pediatrician,” Jarvis said. Dr.

Norman Headley, Health Center director, said he tried
to find another woman doctor but respondents to his
national advertisement ‘‘were 85 years old and wouldn't
quite fit in with the camus.”’
But whatever the reaction to male or female doctors,

for someone like JoAnn Thomas, it is a good feeling to
know there are special health services for HSU women.

Football schedule
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Sat., Sept. 28, 7:30 p.m.

Simon Fraser University

Sat., Oct. 5, 7:30'p.m.

Cal State University, Chico

Arcata

Sat., Uct. 12 7:30 p.m.

Cal State University, Hayward

Arcata

Sat., Oct. 19, 7:30 p.m.

Cal State University, Sacramento

Sacramento

University of San Diego

San Diego

University of California, Davis

Davis

Sat., Nov. 9, 2 p.m.

San Francisco State University

Arcata

Sat., Nov. 16, 1:30 p.m.

University of Puget Sound

Tacoma, Wash.

'

Arcata

SY

FREE pair of sweat socks with each

ae

Sat., Oct. 26, 7:30 p.m.

" Sat., Nov. 2, 7:30 p.m.

Tiger

All shoes at team prices
es29thSt.

922-3196

Mon.-Fri.

25:90

Sat. 114

Homecoming

PLAY

GOLF

®

©

oe

Women's

sports

ea

“The main thingwe want to
stress

is the

opportunity

for

women to participate in competi. tion. That’s what we’re set up
' for,’’ Betty Partain, director of
- athletics for women said in an interview last week.
In the past, many women have
been unaware that there was an
athletic program of this type available, she said.

_

Individual sports offered in the
Fall quarter are field hockey, volleyball and swimming. Basketball is also offered on the intercollegiate level in both fall and
winter quarters.
Sports offered under the
women’s athletic program in the
Winter quarter consist of gymnastics, in addition to basketball,

which continues from the Fall

quarter.
at

Track and field events, softball

and tennis are offered to women in
the Spring quarter.
Coed sports, those events open
for both women and men on a
yearly basis, are badminton, archery and watershow.
For additional information con-

cerning women’s athletics or coed

activities, students are urged to
contact Betty Partain’s
office in
nd
aen
uliarta
six

the West Gym, Room 108, or call
826-4274.

Students
are needed to serve on
campus committees.
According to ASB President
Richard Ramirez, about 75

volunteers will be appointed to
various

rem-

jas

DaIth
ick

ied
his
In’t

'S
n.

committees

The committees help determine the future of HSU. Examples of appointments to make
include the Academic Senate,
curriculum
committee
and
financial aids committee.
“The rewards of the job are
prestige, glamour and free
tickets
to the W. C. Fields concert
Greenwich

Village,

Beau

The football team will be working on “‘the basics,”” according to

Sports Information Director Wink Chase. The team lost its first two
games, one to Cal Lutheran by a score of 18-3, the second played
last Saturday.
In the Saturday game against University of Hawaii in Honolulu
Hawaii scored first and led the entire game. HSU managed a field
goal in the first.quarter (a 28 yarder by Rich Spinas) and a touchdown in the fourth quarter.
es
Hawaii chalked up 35 points
to defeat
by 26
:
game
did have at least ene goed supect for
Spinas punted |
seven times for an average of 44.4 yards, a considerable improvement over the punting of the Cal Lutheran game.

Pre

Golf

Course

SPECIAL

4 OFF

in McKinleyville.
Introductory Offer to H.S.U. Students
$1.50 weekdays $2.00 weekends

Seccer

The soccer team plays the alumni this Saturday
at 2 p.m. on the
baseball field. Practice just started this week, so it’s a little early to
tell how the team will do.
;
Probably three veterans will return: Goalie
Randy Coffman, a
a
letterman, halfback Dave Ragsdale and fullback Scott
ton.
Water polo

Regular Green Fees: 18 holes
$3.00 weekdays $4.00 weekends

;

The water polo team got off to a good start by defeating Southern
Oregon 21-5 in the HSU pool last Saturday.
Gary Furness led the team with six goals and captain Paul Olson
scored four times.

Coach Larry Angelel says the team needs to work on its offense.

Good only 9-25-74 toe 10-9-74
coupon

:

;

coupon

HSU travels to Berkeley for a Saturday meet.

“BIDown
LL town
BEAS
LE
Y’
S
Sport Center

YX f fe &
See Us For Your

Team Needs

which

- consistof faculty, administrators
and students. (Students have
voting rights).

in

Sports wrap up

Swim Equipment - Adidas & Converse Sport Shoes

Football - Baseball - Tennis - Basketball - Golf - Handball
- Sleeping Bags - Schwinn 1 O-speed Bikes

New

York,” Ramirez said. “But you
have to supply your own transportation.”

727 E St., Eur. 443-0871

For more information, contact

Ramirez
111.

in Nelson

Hall,

room

Daily 8 to 6 Fridays till 9 Saturday till 5:30

CLOSED SUNDAY
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McCrone: “Greatest yea rs ahead”

New HSU president calls for high standard
distasteful of image building.

the task is to pravide a.
“qualitative dimension.”
News Editer
“The faculty must balance the
Stressing “qualitative” pursuit.
and
of education, President Alistair forces and rules of tradition
the
forces
and
needs
of
change,”
“Our
Bow.
Be
Wold
W. Macrene
McCrone said.
greatest years are
:
Teachers
are professionals, he
McCrone spoke Monday at the
said, and should set both a personal and professional exampleof acting in accordance with
by Harry
C. Gilbert

ethical

standards

and

determination of the institution
ty
is against
bili
with accountaand
the
of
“‘politicalization”
university.
After the speech, Rudolf W.
Becking, natural resources
professor and Arcata
city
councilman, said he had assur-

moral

es.
He supports close facultystudent relationships and compared HSU education with larger
universitities having low studentfaculty ratios. He said conditions

high
stressed
McCrone
academic standards and practices throughout his speech and
the

faculty

about

academic

want

“T

ances that the university will

consult with the city on future

FALO GALS.

4th Eureka SALE

P agpaiiebersiianinn
—He
wants
to encourage

housing construction on and off
campus. He knows housing is
difficult for students, but is
“especially sensitive” to new
faculty trying to find suitable
housing.
—He opposes tuition in public

“we're going to see a new era
(relations),”
in town and

. Becking said. “You'll get straight
answers
from him.”

Referring
with the community, McCrone
not to be
said he found an attitude, though
academic
not
widespread,
that
the
university is “standoffish.
“That attitude is not justified at
all,” he said, adding he wants to
change that belief where it exists.
‘ McCrone
spoke of “visibility of
the university.”
He said he was

is a university of scholars,”
McCrone
added, “but it should be
one of learners—some
just learn
more than others.”
That remark
drew laughter from the audience.

Another topic McCrone touched

on

was

the

role

of

the

ad-

which he said is to
ministration,
serve

as

a mechanism

for

complishing university goals.

ac-

He said he will ‘‘strive agains

of the president’s
the remoteness
office’ by trying to be open and
available.
Referring

to

those

goals,

McCrone said, ‘Learning
is not
of the inmerely the
stitution,
it is the nature of the

increases for all university
employes to help keep pace with
inflation.
. —He supports tenure except
when used “as a shield for incompetence.”
—He supports affirmative
action (policy of hiring women
and minorities) but doesn’t want
to patronize these groups.
Reaction to the speech ranged
from very positive comments
to a
“Jet’s wait and see.”

David
Cragie,
natural
resources professor and Acade-

mic Senate president, said the

. He said it was a
“good opening
” which
contained ‘‘enough flattery for
the faculty.”
;
Coyne said McCrone still needs
to be tested but ‘‘at least we know
he’s not a boogie man
or
something.”
Thomas

G.

MacFarlane,

psychology
and former
deanof students
was enthusiastic
about McCrone.

“He'll be one to help when we
oe

go forward,” MacFarlane

The
official
student
representative at the meeting,
ASB President Rich Ramirez
said he was “pleased to be invited’’ and that McCrone is going
out of his way to inform the
campus community what's going
on.

SALE
One week beginning the 27th
ALL

SUMMER

el

HSU’s new president, former geology
professor Alistair W. McCrone. Behind

4

‘a scholar and man of integrity. In a.
speech

Monday,

von

audience

i. Humboldt, whom McCrone admires as

example.

him

1§ a portrait of Alexander

to

McCrone

follow

urged

the

Humboidt’s

